
Barratt Developments plc - Climate Change 2018

C0. Introduction

C0.1

(C0.1) Give a general description and introduction to your organization.

Barratt Developments PLC is the nation’s largest housebuilder operating throughout Britain.  Our principal activities comprise
acquiring developable land, obtaining planning consents, building and selling high quality homes and desirable places to live.  We
have 27 divisions operating throughout Britain with circa 6,139 employees (as at June 30th 2017) and increased our production of
new homes to 17,395 homes (including joint ventures).   We operate across a broad spectrum of the market from flats to family
homes and urban regeneration schemes. We also have a focused commercial developments business.  Our Group vision ‘Building
Excellence’ is to ‘lead the future of housebuilding by putting customers at the heart of everything we do.’ Underpinning that vision are
our business principles (customer first; great places; leading construction and investing in our people) and business priorities (keeping
people safe; being a trusted partner; building strong community relationships; safeguarding the environment and ensuring the
financial health of our business). Sustainability is integral to the delivery of the vision. Our strategy involves us embedding
sustainability principles into our overall business model. This means getting the balance right between social, environmental and
economic factors. In doing so, we meet the challenges of climate change adaptation, resource depletion, regulatory requirements and
societal demands, whilst meeting housing needs, creating great places to live and creating sustainable shareholder value. We
published a ‘what matters most’ guide in October 2016, which sets out the material issues in relation to sustainability for our business.
We published our first sustainability framework in 2016 setting out our targets and actions, which we update annually. Our
commitment to integrate sustainability principles into the way we work and hence the culture of our organisation is outlined in our
Sustainability Policy and is outlined on our PLC webpages here http://www.barrattdevelopments.co.uk/sustainability We seek to
manage, minimise and mitigate environmental risks at each stage of the business cycle. In addition we focus continuously on our
efficiency and effectiveness through our business principles and priorities, including safeguarding the environment and keeping
people safe, ensuring adherence to Health, Safety and Environmental standards. We are focussed upon the issues that matter most
to our customers, shareholders, employees, partners, supply chain and other key stakeholders.  As well as addressing the housing
shortage, building new homes supports the renewal of infrastructure and economic growth. 90% of the components we use are
manufactured in the UK. We support 6,500 subcontractor companies and 5,600 supplier companies. Our activities generated £653m
in tax at 30th June 2017 and £3.3 billion of Gross Value Added to UK economic output.

C0.2

(C0.2) State the start and end date of the year for which you are reporting data.

Start date End date Indicate if you are providing emissions data for past
reporting years

Select the number of past reporting years you will be providing
emissions data for

Row
1

July 1 2016 June 30
2017

No <Not Applicable>

Row
2

<Not
Applicable>

<Not
Applicable>

<Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

Row
3

<Not
Applicable>

<Not
Applicable>

<Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

Row
4

<Not
Applicable>

<Not
Applicable>

<Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

C0.3

(C0.3) Select the countries/regions for which you will be supplying data.
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
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C0.4

(C0.4) Select the currency used for all financial information disclosed throughout your response.
GBP

C0.5

(C0.5) Select the option that describes the reporting boundary for which climate-related impacts on your business are being
reported. Note that this option should align with your consolidation approach to your Scope 1 and Scope 2 greenhouse gas
inventory.
Operational control

C1. Governance

C1.1

(C1.1) Is there board-level oversight of climate-related issues within your organization?
Yes

C1.1a

(C1.1a) Identify the position(s) of the individual(s) on the board with responsibility for climate-related issues.

Position of
individual(s)

Please explain

Chief Executive
Officer (CEO)

The Group Chief Executive, David Thomas has primary responsibility for Climate Change and Sustainability and sits on the Board. The CEO also
attends our Land Committee which reviews proposals for land purchases and may include issues relating to flood risk. Chief Executive
responsibility ensures that climate change and related issues are accountable at the very highest level and that responsibility falls across all
function areas, professional disciplines and business divisional areas.

Board/Executive
board

The Board has overall responsibility for our sustainability approach, with delivery delegated to the Executive Committee and other key senior
directors responsible for delivering our business principles (customer first; great places; leading construction and investing in our people) and our
six issues that matter most to ensure our sustainability framework is embedded into the business. Board responsibility ensures Chief Executive
accountability for climate change issues on behalf of shareholders and other stakeholders. It ensures that climate issues are integrated into the
company’s approach to ethics and values.

C1.1b
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(C1.1b) Provide further details on the board’s oversight of climate-related issues.

Frequency with
which climate-
related issues
are a
scheduled
agenda item

Governance
mechanisms
into which
climate-related
issues are
integrated

Please explain

Scheduled – all
meetings

Overseeing
major capital
expenditures,
acquisitions and
divestitures

All land acquisitions regardless of value are assessed by the Land Committee, attended by our Chief Executive, Chief
Financial Officer and Chief Operating Officer. Two non-executive Board members are also entitled to attend the Land
Committee as they wish. This could include appraisals of flood risk, risk of impact on water scarcity, integration of green and
blue infrastructure, opportunities for generation of renewable energy where appropriate. In this way all land purchases receive
Board oversight.

Sporadic - as
important
matters arise

Reviewing and
guiding strategy

Our Group Financial Controllers maintain an operational and Group-level combined risk register which includes climate risks
where identified – for example i) the risk of disruption to construction work as a result of extreme weather, and ii) product
design risk regarding heating and air quality issues in homes which could be impacted by temperature change. The risk
register is considered at our Risk Committee which is chaired by our Chief Financial Officer, who updates the Audit Committee
and Board on the management of risk across the Group.

Scheduled –
some meetings

Monitoring
implementation
and performance
of objectives

The Head of Corporate Sustainability provides an update to the Executive twice yearly on progress against sustainability
objectives. The Executive contains Board members, and oversight in this manner. A general update on sustainability strategy
is given annually to the Board.

C1.2

(C1.2) Below board-level, provide the highest-level management position(s) or committee(s) with responsibility for climate-
related issues.

Name of the position(s) and/or
committee(s)

Responsibility Frequency of reporting to the board on climate-
related issues

Other committee, please specify (Land
Committee)

Assessing climate-related risks and opportunities More frequently than quarterly

Risk committee Assessing climate-related risks and opportunities Quarterly

Other, please specify (Function Group
Directors)

Both assessing and managing climate-related risks and
opportunities

Annually

Chief Sustainability Officer (CSO) Both assessing and managing climate-related risks and
opportunities

Half-yearly

C1.2a

(C1.2a) Describe where in the organizational structure this/these position(s) and/or committees lie, what their associated
responsibilities are, and how climate-related issues are monitored.

  

Land Committee

Climate risk receives Board level oversight and is brought to attention of the Board via the land purchase approval process. Central to
this process is the Land Committee, which scrutinises land parcel purchases for viability and policy compliance. The CEO provides
Board level oversight of the Committee, with Board members Richard Akers and Jock Lennox also having the right to attend. All land
acquisitions over £20m in value or that are high risk must be reviewed and approved by the Board.  A key climate risk that would be
considered by the Committee relates to flooding potential of new land which may be exacerbated by climate change in the form of
extreme weather events. 

The Land Committee members reflect a cross section of functions, to include land, financial, legal and sales expertise. Members are:
The Chief Executive, The Chief Operations Officer, The Chief Financial Officer,  Group Land and Planning Director, Group Sales and
Marketing Director,  our three Group Financial Controllers, Co-Head of Property Legal Services. 

Risk committee
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Climate risks can be brought to the attention of the Risk Committee via the following route. Company divisions and regions will feed
information into Group Function Directors (functions being construction, or safety, health and environment, for example). Group
function directors keep an annual risk register which is assessed by the Risk Committee. The Risk Committee reports to the Audit
Committee which is a sub-committee of the board.

The Risk Committee ensures that:

a) There is a clear reporting route through which risks can be escalated to the Board for full oversight.

b) That if an issue is escalated to the Board, the Board will have the full information required.

c) That the severity and timescale of risk can be identified to inform the prioritisation of any identified risk.

For example, our design and technical function identified a risk relating to air quality and overheating within their register which was
discussed by the Risk Committee in April 2018 along with the potential implications – for customer health, reputation and publicity.

The risk committee is constituted of a cross section of function groups, operational and group roles. Sitting on our Risk Committee
are: the Chief Financial Officer and Chair, the Chief Operating Officer, Group HR Director, Head of Group Legal, Group Financial
Controllers, a Regional Managing Director, Divisional Commercial Director, Divisional Finance Director, Divisional Sales Director,
Company Secretary, Chief Internal Auditor, Group SHE Director.

Risks are monitored via the annual risk register assessment process.

Function Group Director

The Director of each group function within the business keeps an annually updated risk register, which may include climate risks
where these arise. These registers set out the key risks currently affecting that function, the likelihood and impact of that risk and the
mitigation in place. 

This ensures that the high level of knowledge and expertise of each of the function group director can be used to identify complex
operational risks. 

Function Group Directors may also be responsible for reporting against and monitoring climate issues against the sustainability
framework reporting route as outlined below.

Head of Corporate Sustainability

Responsibility for climate issues is also allocated through the company sustainability framework. Group Function Directors are
responsible for their respective parts of the sustainability framework. The Directors review targets in the Framework annually as part
of a process which includes the Head of Corporate Sustainability. 

Monitoring takes places through function Group directors reporting quarterly into the Head of Corporate Sustainability on progress
against the targets. The Head of Corporate Sustainability updates the Company Executive Committee on this information and reports
directly to the CEO.

This process, supervised by the Head of Corporate Sustainability with Group Executive oversight ensures:

a) High level / group director responsibility for meeting sustainability targets, including on GHG emission intensity, and waste
reduction.

b) Specialist expertise in monitoring and managing actions to meet sustainability targets, both from the function group director of any
area and the Head of Corporate Sustainability (listed above as the Chief Sustainability Officer, the nearest equivalent position on the
list).

c) That function group directors have knowledge and oversight of both progress against sustainability actions and targets, their
function group risk register, and any possible relationship between the two.

C1.3
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(C1.3) Do you provide incentives for the management of climate-related issues, including the attainment of targets?
Yes

C1.3a
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(C1.3a) Provide further details on the incentives provided for the management of climate-related issues.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Corporate executive team

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Other, please specify (SHE performance)

Comment
The annual incentive targets for members of the Executive Committee and other members of senior management include elements
related to customer service and quality, subject to a safety, health and environment underpin, therefore in the event that the SHE
targets are not achieved a penalty will be imposed on the Directors and Executive Directors bonus.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Management group

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Other, please specify (SHE performance)

Comment
The annual incentive targets for managing directors include elements related to customer service and quality, subject to a safety,
health and environment underpin, therefore in the event that the SHE targets are not achieved a penalty will be imposed.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Other, please specify (Group SHE Director)

Types of incentives
Other non-monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Efficiency project

Comment
Personal objectives include improving waste management performance and reviewing energy efficiency as part of the SHE
Improvement plan.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Other, please specify (Group Construction Director)

Types of incentives
Other non-monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Efficiency project

Comment
Personal objectives include improving waste management performance.

Who is entitled to benefit from these incentives?
Other, please specify (Land Directors)

Types of incentives
Monetary reward

Activity incentivized
Environmental criteria included in purchases

Comment
Land directors are incentivised to deliver the best land, which takes into consideration the management of flood risk and minimising
impact on ecology and biodiversity.
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C2. Risks and opportunities

C2.1

(C2.1) Describe what your organization considers to be short-, medium- and long-term horizons.

From
(years)

To
(years)

Comment

Short-
term

0 5 Our Group Finance department conduct a rolling three year forecast. Our five year plan identifies longer term potential financial trends.

Medium-
term

5 15 Several of our developments are being constructed over a period of up to 15 years.

Long-
term

15 100 Agencies involved in flood mitigation for new developments, such as the Environment Agency or utility companies, generally request
flood mitigation measures on site capable of withstanding a one in one-hundred year storm +30%. Our project to investigate the impact
of climate change on the heating of homes has included an investigation of a 50 year scenario.

C2.2

(C2.2) Select the option that best describes how your organization's processes for identifying, assessing, and managing
climate-related issues are integrated into your overall risk management.
Integrated into multi-disciplinary company-wide risk identification, assessment, and management processes

C2.2a

(C2.2a) Select the options that best describe your organization's frequency and time horizon for identifying and assessing
climate-related risks.

Frequency
of
monitoring

How far into
the future
are risks
considered?

Comment

Row
1

Six-monthly
or more
frequently

>6 years Our 27 housebuilding divisions: identify risks regularly as part of normal business activity. For example, our David Wilson Homes
North West division maintains a log of ongoing land interests updated fortnightly, which includes climate-related land risks.
Function Group Directors update a Function Group Risk register quarterly, which is reviewed by the Risk Committee. The Risk
committee is chaired by the Chief Financial Officer who updates the Audit committee and Board on the management of risk
across the Group. The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for ensuring that adequate ESG related information is available to
the Board. Significant risks are disclosed in the company’s Principal Risk Register.

C2.2b

(C2.2b) Provide further details on your organization’s process(es) for identifying and assessing climate-related risks.

Land approval process

Our 27 housebuilding divisions across the country identify flood risk as they review the suitability of land for development in their
respective areas of operation. Flood risk and mitigation measures are key considerations for identifying the viability of a potential
development, and developments are often long term projects. Large developments can be built out over a period of 20 years or more.
Flood risk authorities usually require new developments to withstand a 100 year storm plus 30%. All land purchases must be
approved by the group level land committee which is made up of senior level individuals representing a range of professional
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disciplines and meets on a quarterly basis. Land parcels deemed high risk, or above the value of £20m must go to the Board for
approval.  

Function group process 

Risks are assessed at Group Function level, headed by the Group Function Director with responsibility for that function (e.g.
construction, design and technical, sales and marketing, SHE (safety health and environment). Each Group Function Director keeps
an annually updated risk register and on a rolling basis these risk reports are brought to the Risk Committee.

Risk Committee process 

The Risk Committee reviews the effectiveness of the Group’s internal control policies and procedures for the identification,
assessment and reporting of risks and assessing individual key risks on a rolling basis. The Risk Committee receives regular updates
from operational senior management, as well as reports from Group functions as outlined above. Executive responsibility for
sustainability overall sits with the Chief Executive. Risks can be escalated to the Board via the Risk Committee which is chaired by
the Chief Financial officer or the Audit Committee, which ensures the quality and suitability of risk information presented to the Board.
 

The Principal Risk Register and Board process 

The Board is responsible for the overall stewardship of our system of risk management and internal control. It has undertaken a
robust assessment of the principal risks in our business and has established the appropriate level of risk that is acceptable in the
pursuit of our strategic objectives and has set appropriate policies to govern this. As part of its regular risk assessment procedures,
the Board takes into account the significance of ESG (environmental, social and governance) risks to the company. 

The company’s approach to risk includes the identification of principal risks to the company (currently ten are identified) which are
reviewed regularly to assess likelihoods and potential impacts. The potential impact on any of the principle risks risk could include
aspects of reputation, financial and climate risks. A description of the principle risks, a rating or ‘high’, ’medium’, or ‘low’, mitigation
measures and associated opportunities are described within our annual report and accounts. Each risk is linked to part of our
business model which ensures the company’s activities operate day to day on a sustainable basis.  

Climate risk is not identified in isolation at this time, but forms part of the assessments of each of the principle risks where
appropriate. For example, climate risk and the use of materials relating to carbon reduction forms part of the impact assessment for
principle risk ‘G’, ‘Construction and New Technologies’. 

Substantive financial impacts 

The company describes a substantive financial impact as one with a value equal to or greater than £20m, so any development
opportunities of this risk magnitude must be agreed at the Board level.

C2.2c
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(C2.2c) Which of the following risk types are considered in your organization's climate-related risk assessments?

Relevance
&
inclusion

Please explain

Current
regulation

Relevant,
always
included

Current regulatory risks which may impact on the viability of potential land parcels for development are assessed both at the
housebuilding division level, and by the Land Committee if the division wishes to take a development forward, as are Building Regulation
requirements or other requirements specified by the land owner. High risk development opportunities and developments above £20m in
size are escalated to the Board. Risks of breaching current regulation could also enter onto function group risk registers. In addition,
‘Government regulation and planning policy’ is identified as risk ‘F’ (an identifier, not a grade) under the company’s principal risk register
and therefore, risks pertaining to it are identified and assessed regularly by the Board. Risks on the register are graded with a ‘low’,
‘medium’ or ‘high’ rating and are assessed for impact, mitigation and associated opportunities. They are presented to stakeholders in our
annual report. In the housebuilding industry, which is heavily regulated, ensuring compliance with current regulation particularly in terms
of current planning policy (and therefore planning approvals), and compliance with Building Regulations which are influenced by climate
concerns is particularly important for reacting to and anticipating reputational, financial and legal risks and opportunities.

Emerging
regulation

Relevant,
always
included

‘Government regulation and planning policy’ is identified as risk ‘F’ under the company’s principal risk register and therefore, risks
pertaining to it are identified and assessed regularly by the Board. In the housebuilding industry, which is heavily regulated, changes to
planning policy, for example under the NPPF, and Building Regulations which are influenced by climate concerns can have a significant
impact on the activities of the business.

Technology Relevant,
always
included

‘Construction and new technologies’ is identified as risk ‘G’ under the company’s principal risk register and therefore, risks relating to it
are identified and assessed regularly by the Board. There are risks associated with climate change and the use of new technology in the
build process e.g. materials related to carbon reduction. In FY17 we completed 2,689 homes to level 4 or above of the Code for
Sustainable Homes standard. As a company Barratt Developments are mindful that with future weather data predictions of increased
external temperatures by 2020 coupled with future emerging regulations, overheating could potentially be a risk that will need to be
managed carefully.

Legal Relevant,
always
included

Safety, health and environmental’ is identified as principal risk category ‘I’. In a housebuilding construction operations in particular,
environmental concerns can have an important impact on the workforce and surrounding local communities with potential legal
ramifications, and these are therefore assessed within the company’s risk processes.

Market Relevant,
sometimes
included

Economic environment, including housing demand and mortgage availability is incorporated into our principle risk ‘A’. Climate risk could
take the form of flood risk and mitigation impacting on the desirability and value of land, and customer interest in low carbon housing
products, and heating and cooling issues.

Reputation Relevant,
always
included

Reputation risk is assessed as an integral aspect of all principal risks. For example, an environmental prosecution relating to the
development of a site would have a negative impact on reputation, and this is identified in under ‘Principle Risk I’: Safety, Health and
Environment. Any damage to reputation could also impact on Principle Risk D ‘Attracting and retaining high-calibre employees’ because
a strong reputation on environmental issues can be an important pull factor in recruitment. In our FY17 Employee Engagement Survey,
89% of employees agreed that the company does a good job of managing its reputation, and 85% agreed that the company is
responding appropriately to address the impact of our business activities on the environment.

Acute
physical

Relevant,
always
included

The key acute physical risk in our industry is the potential for acute weather events that could lead to flooding. All sites undergo a flood
risk assessment as statutory requirement and the usual requirement by local flooding authorities is for a drainage system that can
withstand a one in one-hundred year storm plus 30%. At Barratt Developments, flood risk is assessed by our housebuilding divisions as
part of their land purchase and approvals procedure, and by the Group Land Committee before land purchase can take place. In this way
the impact of climate change and mitigation measures are incorporated into viability studies. 59% of our developments incorporated
above-ground landscape-led sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDS) in FY17 as flood risk mitigation measures.

Chronic
physical

Relevant,
always
included

Key chronic physical risks in our industry include the potential for changing weather patterns. Our specialist Group Design and Technical
team are conducting research over the potential impact of building fabric in relation to rising temperatures.

Upstream Relevant,
sometimes
included

Availability of raw materials, sub-contractors and suppliers is identified as principle risk ‘E’. There is an awareness that climate could
impact on some raw materials (timber) but this would be assessed through the framework of assessing the risk of manufactured
construction material shortages via the supplier audit process and our Group Procurement function.

Downstream Relevant,
always
included

As Regulations increase and become more stringent new homes are being built with enhanced levels of thermal insulation and to
improved airtightness standards. In FY17 we completed 2,689 homes to level 4 or above of the Code for Sustainable Homes standard. In
recent years there has been an industry interest in the impact of overheating in new domestic dwellings. As a company Barratt
Developments are mindful that with future weather data predictions of increased external temperatures by 2020 coupled with future
emerging regulations, overheating could potentially be a risk that will need to be managed carefully and are researching this area using
three London locations for analysis.

C2.2d
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(C2.2d) Describe your process(es) for managing climate-related risks and opportunities.

The Group understands that strengthening our approach to climate change risk management related to land buying, our offices and
site compounds is a strong indication of the greater integration of sustainability into company operations and is increasing its
importance at Board level. 

Significant sustainability risks that could impact on the future of the business are reviewed and form part of the prioritised principal
risks and uncertainties disclosed in our Annual Report and Accounts. 

We undertake stakeholder engagement on sustainability to understand what social, environmental and economic issues matter most
to our key stakeholders, and are likely to impact upon our business in future. This process helps us to identify key risks, and helps us
to understand if our response to these issues is appropriate. In February and March 2016 we undertook a major stakeholder
engagement process to determine material sustainability issues. 

To develop ideas and drive the performance of our sustainability and climate change programme we have a dedicated group of
senior managers and members of the Executive who are accountable for driving sustainability in their area, and whose activities are
co-ordinated by our Head of Corporate Sustainability.   

Sustainability risks and opportunities are identified and managed as part of the ordinary course of business, at an operational level
with divisional management teams as they conduct their day to day business, and by Group functions. 

Risks and opportunities identified include resource availability (construction materials), skills shortages, increases in energy costs
and carbon regulation passed on through costs from the supply chain, reputational damage and failure to meet expectations of
delivering Great Places to live. Our Group Design and Technical team of specialists ensure our homes meet the current Building
Regulations. Specific physical asset risks such as flood risks and energy and carbon emissions are assessed by our Land buying,
Commercial, Technical and Planning teams at the relevant stages in the development lifecycle from initial evaluation of potential site
opportunities for development through to building of new homes. We are committed to improving the carbon performance of the
homes we build in line with improving building regulations. In 2017 we had integrated renewables on 22% of our developments.  

At the division level, to provide an example, Barratt Developments identified a land parcel for development at Riverside Meadows
near Shrewsbury. Several Flood Risk Assessments were commissioned by the division, to reflect changes in the proposed
development plans. Flood depth maps were created as part of this analysis, looking at different scenarios including a 20 year storm,
a 100 year storm, and a 100 year storm taking climate change into account. The analysis provided an additional level of scrutiny to
show that the planned homes floor levels were above the flood risk level, and proposed a gravity-led solution to drain flood waters
back into the river with sloping land. A one-way flap or valve was proposed to avoid flood water entering the drainage system and
causing backup. Underground water storage systems were proposed as well as safe evacuation routes. Recommendations to
mitigate flood risk were actioned including sunken gardens at the bottom of the site near the river and raising the ground level on other
areas of the development. 

At the Group function level, our Group Design and Technical Function identified a risk that increased air tightness and thermal
insulation demands of Building Regulations combined with the potential for global warming could result in the overheating of homes
and air quality issues. As a result this was added to the Design and Technical function group risk register. It was discussed by the
Risk Committee in April 2018 along with the potential implications – for example customer health, reputation and publicity. The
company is now conducting study into the impact of this on homes using weather pattern modelling. Barratt are always looking for
innovative ways to deliver volume house building in agile and flexible solutions that meets the diverse requirements of our customers
whilst providing a comfortable and healthy internal environment. We continue to improve our product by looking to refine our
specifications and designs to ensure we have the very best solutions which could alleviate climate risk and also provide opportunities
through offering a superior product to others on the market.
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C2.3

(C2.3) Have you identified any inherent climate-related risks with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic
impact on your business?
Yes

C2.3a

(C2.3a) Provide details of risks identified with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on your
business.

Identifier
Risk 1

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Direct operations

Risk type
Transition risk

Primary climate-related risk driver
Policy and legal: Mandates on and regulation of existing products and services

Type of financial impact driver
Policy and legal: Increased operating costs (e.g., higher compliance costs, increased insurance premiums)

Company- specific description
Barratt's business model and cost structures could be impacted by increasing regulatory requirements including climate change
adaptation, flood mitigation, ecology, energy use, carbon emissions and waste to landfill. Failure to identify and achieve key
construction milestones, including exposure to environmental/ climate change requirements that can delay construction is a key risk
for Barratt. In 2017 we legally completed 17,395 units and secured planning permission on a further 19,861 plots. Therefore a
modest percentage change in output or planning permission granted can have a significant impact.

Time horizon
Short-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Potential financial impact
200000000

Explanation of financial impact
Increased build and development costs resulting from climate led changes in legislation are the most likely financial impacts. A
potential 10-15% increase in building and related energy costs caused by climate change regulation would mean an estimated
£200m increase on Barratt's operational expenses. This represents a significant potential impact on operational expenditure, and is
expected to be consistent for the next 3 years.

Management method
Sustainability and climate change risks and opportunities resulting from changes in regulation are managed as part of the ordinary
course of business. We maintain regular dialogue with key government departments and agencies to understand and influence
changes in policy for climate change and sustainability legislation in housing. Our primary influence is through the development of
exemplar schemes which explore climate change adaptation. For example: our AIMC4 project in 2014 came about due to
government and industry interest in constructing low carbon dwellings, taking into account both the build methods, influence of
customer behaviour and opportunities for industry collaboration. 17 homes were successfully constructed to Code for Sustainable
Homes Level 4, with customers participating in post-occupancy monitoring, adding to industry knowledge on energy demand
reduction techniques. We have been trialling modern methods of construction which will limit the time we spend building on site,
which in turn reduces the impact we have on the immediate environment around the site. 17% of units used such technologies in
2017 (against a 2014 completions baseline). We ensure compliance with all environmental and climate change requirements
through our ISO14001 certified Environmental Management System and as a result conduct regular monitoring of environmental
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impact indicators.

Cost of management
0

Comment
Sustainability and climate change risks and opportunities are intrinsic to our business. As such, there is no current or expected
incremental cost (£0) for Barratt in managing the regulatory risks associated with climate change as this is already managed in
BAU operations. There may be some direct costs from specialist advice on long term physical climate impacts, (less than 0.1% of
operational spend). We expect these cost trends to remain static for the foreseeable future (next 3 years).

Identifier
Risk 2

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Direct operations

Risk type
Transition risk

Primary climate-related risk driver
Policy and legal: Mandates on and regulation of existing products and services

Type of financial impact driver
Technology: Research and development (R&D) expenditures in new and alternative technologies

Company- specific description
Barratt's business model and cost structures could be impacted by increasing regulatory requirements including climate change
adaptation, flood mitigation, ecology, energy use, carbon emissions and waste to landfill. Failure to identify and achieve key
construction milestones, including exposure to environmental/ climate change requirements that can delay construction is a key risk
for Barratt. In 2017, 2,781 units (17%) were completed on public land which often has more demanding requirements on alternative
build technologies and development environmental credentials than private land.

Time horizon
Short-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Potential financial impact
200000000

Explanation of financial impact
Increased build and development costs resulting from climate led changes in legislation are the most likely financial impacts. A
potential 10-15% increase in building and related energy costs caused by climate change regulation would mean an estimated
£200m increase on Barratt's operational expenses. This represents a significant potential impact on operational expenditure, and is
expected to be consistent for the next 3 years.

Management method
Our primary influence is through the development of exemplar schemes which explore progressive climate change adaptation
strategies that can help inform and influence the trade association's approach. Barratt has shown leadership through delivering
unique projects such as AIMC4, zero and low carbon sites Hanham Hall and Derwenthorpe in York respectively. We have been
trialling modern methods of construction which will limit the time we spend building on site which in turn reduces the impact we have
on the immediate environment around the site. For example, we are currently investigating the impact of overheating in new
domestic dwellings. As Regulations increase and become more stringent new homes are being built with enhanced levels of
thermal insulation and to improved airtightness standards. As a company Barratt Developments are mindful that with future weather
data predictions of increased external temperatures by 2020 coupled with future emerging regulations, overheating could
potentially be a risk that will need to be managed carefully. We are therefore investing in research in this area by conducting a
weather impact analysis of dwellings.

Cost of management
0

Comment
Sustainability and climate change risks and opportunities are intrinsic to our business. As such, there is no current or expected
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incremental cost (£0) for Barratt in managing the regulatory risks associated with climate change as this is already managed in
BAU operations. There may be some direct costs from specialist advice on long term physical climate impacts, (less than 0.1% of
operational spend). We expect these cost trends to remain static for the foreseeable future (next 3 years).

Identifier
Risk 3

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Direct operations

Risk type
Physical risk

Primary climate-related risk driver
Chronic: Changes in precipitation patterns and extreme variability in weather patterns

Type of financial impact driver
Write-offs and early retirement of existing assets (e.g., damage to property and assets in "high-risk" locations)

Company- specific description
There is a risk to Barratt land value from changes in flood mapping and potential inability to build in certain areas. Extremes of
water scarcity and flooding challenge us to design our homes to minimise water demand as well as effectively manage storm water
run-off. Most construction activities are more difficult in wet weather conditions and in particular earthworks can be highly
challenging and therefore affect build schedules. Precipitation events increase the risk of slips, trips and falls on construction sites
so have a health and safety impact. There is potential for drainage systems to be overwhelmed. Extreme weather events could
impact our supply chains, for example just in time delivery approaches impacted through flooding of roads.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
About as likely as not

Magnitude of impact
Medium-high

Potential financial impact
280000000

Explanation of financial impact
If extreme weather (i.e. flood) risk management methods are inadequate, reduced land values could impact Barratt's market value.
Even a potential 5% decrease in market value caused by physical climate change impacts would mean a negative £280m financial
impact (Source: BDEV Market Cap at May 3 2018, 12.00 PM). This represents a significant potential impact, and is expected to be
consistent for the next 3 years.

Management method
Barratt planning requirements dictate that all potential developments are assessed for flood risk and where this is identified they are
designed to mitigate the risk to an acceptable level. We specifically identify and manage the climate change risks relating to our
business (including steps to alleviate flood risk and mitigate against long-term extreme weather events). Safeguarding natural water
resources is of utmost importance and we ensure preventative measures are in place on all our developments. Sustainability and
climate change risks and opportunities are identified and managed as part of the ordinary course of business. Key sustainability
and climate change risks and opportunities are reviewed by a Group Risk Committee which, in turn, reports to the Audit Committee
of the Board. The Group Chief Executive is responsible for ensuring that adequate information in relation to social, economic,
environmental and governance matters is available to the Board. Significant sustainability risks that could impact on the future of the
business such as changes in precipitation extremes are reviewed and form part of the principal risks and uncertainties disclosed in
our Annual Report and Accounts. For example, our 2017 Annual Report pg.43 and Accounts includes reference to risks associated
with climate change, their relevance to the Group strategy, and mitigation actions.

Cost of management
0

Comment
Sustainability and climate change risks and opportunities are intrinsic to our business. As such, there is no current or expected
incremental cost (£0) for Barratt in managing the regulatory risks associated with climate change as this is already managed in
BAU operations. There may be some direct costs from specialist advice on long term physical climate impacts, (less than 0.1% of
operational spend). We expect these cost trends to remain static for the foreseeable future (>6 years).

Identifier
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Identifier
Risk 4

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Customer

Risk type
Transition risk

Primary climate-related risk driver
Reputation: Shifts in consumer preferences

Type of financial impact driver
Market: Reduced demand for goods and/or services due to shift in consumer preferences

Company- specific description
Barratt recognises the need to address the risks climate change creates head on, through the design of our homes and
developments and by reducing the overall impact of our operations and our supply chain. Our strategy involves us embedding
sustainability principles into our overall business model. 'Safeguarding the Environment' is publicly identified as a principle and part
of our company vision. We aim the balance right between social, economic and environmental factors. Failure to meet the
challenges of climate change adaptation, resource depletion, regulatory requirements and societal demands remains a risk to
Barratt's brand reputation, licence to operate, and ability to secure land and is likely to result in reduced demand for our products
and services. At the time of submission, we hold a Gold rating in the NextGeneration Sustainability Benchmark for UK
homebuildings, and a 75% score in the FTSE4Good Index. Significant decreases in these scores would detract from our reputation
as a leading sustainable housebuilder.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Unlikely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Potential financial impact
280000000

Explanation of financial impact
Even a potential 5% decrease in market value caused by other climate change impacts would mean a negative £280m financial
impact (Source: BDEV Market Cap at May 3 2018, 12.00 PM). This represents a significant potential impact, and is expected to be
consistent for the next 3 years.

Management method
We address climate risks through home and development design and by reducing the overall impact of our operations. These
requirements are integral to our evaluation processes and are continually assessed. We engage with a wide variety of stakeholders
to help us understand and address the wider social, economic and environmental impacts of the Group and have committed to
becoming the leading national sustainable housebuilder. Recognition by the NextGeneration and FTSE4Good sustainability
benchmarks reflect the progress we have made to gain reputational advantage. Sustainability and climate change risks and
opportunities are identified daily by management teams. Significant sustainability risks that could impact on the future of the
business are reviewed and form part of the principal risks and uncertainties disclosed in our Annual Report and Accounts and on
the SR section of our website. In 2016 we recognised the need to consult our company stakeholders on the sustainability issues
that matter most to our business. An online survey was sent to 343 participants including employees and external stakeholders and
an external organisation conducted in depth interviews with 14 expert stakeholders, seeking their views on the most material issues
as well as our methods of communication. This was used to develop our sustainability framework, with long term goals attached
and actions including on GHG emissions. assigned to six areas.

Cost of management
0

Comment
Sustainability and climate change risks and opportunities are intrinsic to our business. As such, there is no current or expected
incremental cost (£0) for Barratt in managing the regulatory risks associated with climate change as this is already managed in
BAU operations. There may be some direct costs from specialist advice on long term physical climate impacts, (less than 0.1% of
operational spend). We expect these cost trends to remain static for the foreseeable future (next 3 years).
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C2.4

(C2.4) Have you identified any climate-related opportunities with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic
impact on your business?
Yes

C2.4a

(C2.4a) Provide details of opportunities identified with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on
your business.

Identifier
Opp1

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Direct operations

Opportunity type
Products and services

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Development and/or expansion of low emission goods and services

Type of financial impact driver
Increased revenue through demand for lower emissions products and services

Company- specific description
Government removed its ambition to deliver Zero Carbon homes from 2016. Whilst this removed the mandatory obligations, Barratt
will continue to work to deliver our required carbon savings in each of the devolved regions of the UK, and London in the most cost-
effective and customer friendly manner. Scotland has far reaching targets which are likely to result in renewable energy becoming
standard. Barratt will support the review of the energy efficiency standard for new homes in Building Regulations that has been
announced in the Queens Speech and recognise the European Energy Performance Directive ‘Nearly Zero Energy’ Buildings by
2020 will continue to drive efficiency and low carbon measures. Barratt is committed to improving the carbon performance of our
homes and have been working with a number of partners to achieve this and on industry leading research projects such as the
AIMC4 Fabric First project. Last year alone we completed 2689 units to Code for Sustainable Homes level 4 and above across
more than 60 sites.

Time horizon
Short-term

Likelihood
About as likely as not

Magnitude of impact
Medium-low

Potential financial impact
280000000

Explanation of financial impact
Even a potential 5% increase in market value caused by increased demand for our products and services as a result of our zero
carbon and energy efficient design practices as part of our response to climate change legislation would mean a positive £280m
financial impact (Source: BDEV Market Cap at May 3 2018, 12.00 PM). This represents a significant potential impact, and is
expected to be consistent for the next 3 years.

Strategy to realize opportunity
We worked with the Zero Carbon Hub during its activities on our 'Fabric First' approach to building sustainable homes, prioritising
energy efficiency within emerging legislation. The government set a 'zero carbon challenge' to build the first large scale
development to their Zero Carbon Standard. Through using innovative design techniques we delivered 186 homes to meet the
Standard. The scheme was judged Best Sustainable Development in Britain in the 2014 What House? Awards. We hold UK Green
Building Council membership. Barratt maintains regular dialogue with key Government departments to understand and influence
changes in policy for climate change resiliency and sustainability. We integrated renewables into 22% of our developments and
homes are built for efficiency. A 3 bedroom semi-detached Barratt home using 2013 regulations would save £890 annual energy
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spend vs a Victorian house with modern day improvements with potential for 53% of annual carbon emissions to be avoided by
each household. Eight major projects using combined heat and power (CHP) and district heating infrastructure will provide a
projected 12000 new homes with local and low carbon energy solutions. In 2017, 1,558 homes were connected to a community
heating system. We are involved in Barclay's new 'Green Mortgage' offer providing affordability assessments on mortgages in line
with the energy efficiency of the home.

Cost to realize opportunity
0

Comment
Sustainability and climate change risks and opportunities are intrinsic to our business. As such, there is no current or expected
incremental cost (£0) for Barratt's in managing the regulatory risks associated with climate change as this is already managed in
BAU operations. There may be some direct costs from specialist advice on long term physical climate impacts, (less than 0.1% of
operational spend). We expect these cost trends to remain static for the foreseeable future (next 3 years).

Identifier
Opp2

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Direct operations

Opportunity type
Resource efficiency

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Use of more efficient production and distribution processes

Type of financial impact driver
Reduced operating costs (e.g., through efficiency gains and cost reductions)

Company- specific description
Changes in average temperatures mean our buildings will need to be increasingly resilient and energy efficient. Building homes and
designing places for people to live is a long term business. Barratt's aim is to maximise the social and economic impacts of the new
homes and communities we build, whilst minimising the impact on the environment and the resources we use both in the build
process (we reduced construction waste by 15,160t from FY16 to FY17) and over the life of the new homes in use – a challenge
which is accelerated through the process of climate change.

Time horizon
Short-term

Likelihood
About as likely as not

Magnitude of impact
Medium-low

Potential financial impact
280000000

Explanation of financial impact
Even a potential 5% increase in market value caused by increased demand for our products and services which incorporate
responses to physical climate change impacts would mean a positive £280m financial impact (Source: BDEV Market Cap at May 3
2018, 12.00 PM). This represents a significant potential impact, and is expected to be consistent for the next 3 years.

Strategy to realize opportunity
We are committed to reducing our environmental impacts and improving our home designs to improve materials resource efficiency
and meet the prevailing building regulations requirements in England and the devolved administrations. For example, on resource
efficiency we identified an industry-wide need for plasterboard that correctly fitted modern floor to ceiling heights. Previously,
plasterboard offcuts were a significant waste source. Through taking an industry-wide approach with a supplier to resize the
boards, we reduced plasterboard waste by 487 tonnes in 2017, and the associated impact of vehicle movements, materials
production and hazardous waste disposal techniques. We are also committed to undertaking research to address the implications
of, and inform the development of climate change policy. We believe that through our long-term, research-led approach, we can
achieve market differentiation of our products through innovatively designed solutions. Through our innovative research
partnerships, we gain strategic advantage through gaining first hand understanding of building exemplar low carbon and offsite
manufactured homes. We also continued work on our Scotswood development where we are working in partnership to deliver a
large scale sustainable development of over 1,800 new homes. We also integrated renewables into 22% of our developments.

Cost to realize opportunity
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0

Comment
Sustainability and climate change risks and opportunities are intrinsic to our business. As such, there is no current or expected
incremental cost (£0) for Barratt's in managing the regulatory risks associated with climate change as this is already managed in
BAU operations. There may be some direct costs from specialist advice on long term physical climate impacts, (less than 0.1% of
operational spend). We expect these cost trends to remain static for the foreseeable future (next 3 years).

Identifier
Opp3

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Customer

Opportunity type
Products and services

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Shift in consumer preferences

Type of financial impact driver
Better competitive position to reflect shifting consumer preferences, resulting in increased revenues

Company- specific description
Barratt recognises the need to address the risks climate change creates head on, through the design of our homes and
developments and by reducing the overall impact of our operations. Our strategy involves us embedding sustainability principles
into our overall business model. Safeguarding the Environment is indentified as a principle in our company vision. This means
getting the balance right between social, economic and environmental factors. Meeting the challenges of climate change
adaptation, resource depletion, regulatory requirements and societal demands has potential to enhance Barratt's brand reputation,
particularly through market differentiation of innovative products and solutions, and is likely to result in increased demand for our
products and services.

Time horizon
Short-term

Likelihood
Very unlikely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Potential financial impact
280000000

Explanation of financial impact
Even a potential 5% increase in market value caused by reputational benefit and increased demand for our products and services
would mean a positive £280m financial impact (Source: BDEV Market Cap at May 3 2018, 12.00 PM). This represents a significant
potential impact, and is expected to be consistent for the next 3 years.

Strategy to realize opportunity
We address climate opportunities through the design of our homes and developments and by reducing the overall impact of our
operations. Requirements are continuously assessed during our land acquisition, development design and build programmes as
part of our commitment to build quality homes and create communities in which people aspire to live. We engage with a wide
variety of stakeholders to help us understand and address the wider social, economic and environmental impacts of the Group. This
year has seen our commitment reflected in achieving second place in the Next generation sustainability benchmark with 86%, and
Gold Status. We achieved upper quartile status in FTSE4Good (75%). This recognition provides us with a reputational advantage
in the marketplace. We future-proof our home designs by conducting appropriate research e.g. on overheating to ensure that the
homes we build today are future-ready. We wanted to understand the kind of materials that would be useful to customers in helping
them to choose a lower carbon home. In 2014 we held two focus groups with potential customers in the Midlands and South West
to better understand their views on sustainability. We addressed the issues that they found important in brochures available on our
customer websites.

Cost to realize opportunity
0

Comment
Sustainability and climate change risks and opportunities are intrinsic to our business. As such, there is no current or expected
incremental cost (£0) for Barratt's in managing the regulatory risks associated with climate change as this is already managed in
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BAU operations. There may be some direct costs from specialist advice on long term physical climate impacts, (less than 0.1% of
operational spend). We expect these cost trends to remain static for the foreseeable future (next 3 years).

C2.5

(C2.5) Describe where and how the identified risks and opportunities have impacted your business.

Impact Description

Products
and
services

Not yet
impacted

Recent government policy has tended towards lower environmental regulation for new homes. For example, the Zero Carbon Standard
and Code for Sustainable Homes initiatives were removed in 2016. However there has been a longer term macro trend towards more
energy efficiency of buildings over a greater period of years: with Part L1A of 2010 Building Regulations demanding 25% greater energy
efficiency compared to 2006, and Part L1A of 2013 Building Regulation demanding a further 6% improvement. Local planning authority
requirements continue to vary across the devolved administrations. In 2017 we completed 2,689 to Code for Sustainable Homes level 4
or above. The introduction of a new 'green' mortgage product by Barclays bank could have an impact on new energy efficient homes
sales. It is too early to predict if this will impact sales.

Supply
chain
and/or
value
chain

Not
evaluated

No formal valuation has been completed on supply chain risk from climate change, though in 2018 we are working on a project to assess
scope 3 carbon emissions for purchased goods and services. This first step can help us to identify those suppliers which contribute a
high proportion of carbon emissions and are therefore more susceptible to risks from legislation or energy price increases.

Adaptation
and
mitigation
activities

Impacted Relevant authorities and utility companies for local flood risk management currently stipulate the necessary flood mitigation measures to
be taken on developments - often to cope with a one-in-a-hundred year storm +30%. This is factored into the costings at the
development level, and in 2017 59% of our developments incorporated an above-ground landscape-led sustainable urban drainage
system. There is increased interest from planning authorities in low carbon community energy generation: 1,558 homes were connected
to a CHP energy source in FY17. 22% of our developments integrated renewable technologies in FY17.

Investment
in R&D

Not yet
impacted

We are investing in modelling work to assess current and future potential for our homes to overheat. As regulations increase and become
more stringent, new homes are being built with enhanced levels of thermal insulation and improved airtightness standards. Consequently,
in recent years there has been an industry interest in the impact of overheating in new domestic dwellings. As a company Barratt
Developments are mindful that with future weather data predictions of increased external temperatures by 2020 coupled with future
emerging regulations, overheating could potentially be a risk that will need to be managed carefully. We are conducting a study using
the TM59 methodology, outlining the process for predicting overheating risk in homes this includes requirements for gain and occupancy
profiles, weather files, window opening hours. This ensures all units can be tested in a consistent way. The gives a pass/fail result for
each room type (bedrooms and living rooms).

Operations Not
evaluated

Severe weather (low temperatures and snow) did impact on construction activity in 2017. Poor conditions making developments difficult
for workers to reach, and unsafe conditions resulting in temporary site shut downs in March. However, we have not evaluated impact of
future risks in climate modelling.

Other,
please
specify

We have not
identified
any risks or
opportunities

C2.6
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(C2.6) Describe where and how the identified risks and opportunities have factored into your financial planning process.

Relevance Description

Revenues Not
evaluated

Barratt are working with Barclays and have launched a set of mortgage products that reward customers for buying an energy efficient
property, by offering a discount on their normal rate. The scheme is in offered as part of a response to the recommendations of the UK
Government’s Green Finance Taskforce, ‘established to assist the low-carbon economy and boost the UK's position as a "world
leader" in clean growth investment.’ The product is the first to acknowledge in a meaningful way the financial benefits of buying an
energy efficient home. By supporting it, we hope to attract other lenders to participate in similar schemes, so that it becomes a key
differentiator between New Build and the most homes in the second hand market.

Operating
costs

Impacted In 2017 we invested in measures aimed at reducing our operational emissions and energy use with the opportunity for ongoing annual
financial savings. Replacement of our show home lighting with LEDs is estimated to generate £284,000 in cost savings annually, while
we estimated that replacement of lighting and sensors in our furniture factory could generate £5,145 in savings annually. Waste
reduction programmes within the group have resulted in reductions in waste costs of £13.4m in 2017. We have identified specific waste
cost reductions over the next 3 years of £1m.

Capital
expenditures
/ capital
allocation

Impacted In 2017, we also installed a biomass boiler to our furniture factory, turning wood waste to heat for an estimated £70,000 annual saving.

Acquisitions
and
divestments

Not
impacted

There have been no acquisitions since '07

Access to
capital

Not
impacted

We have full access to required capital.

Assets Impacted In 2017, we also installed a biomass boiler to our furniture factory, turning wood waste to heat for an estimated £70,000 annual saving.

Liabilities Impacted for
some
suppliers,
facilities, or
product lines

Barratt is one of the first house builders to work with Barclays on delivery of a green mortgage product.

Other We have not
identified
any risks or
opportunities

C3. Business Strategy

C3.1

(C3.1) Are climate-related issues integrated into your business strategy?
Yes

C3.1a

(C3.1a) Does your organization use climate-related scenario analysis to inform your business strategy?
Yes, qualitative and quantitative

C3.1c
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(C3.1c) Explain how climate-related issues are integrated into your business objectives and strategy.

By their very nature, sustainability and climate change risks and opportunities are intrinsic to our strategy.  Climate change affects
every aspect of our business, from the selection of land for purchase, the layout and design of our developments, to how we construct
our developments and run our offices, and the future impacts of a changing climate on how our homes perform. In addition, during the
lifetime operation of the homes we build, our customers and their use of the home will result in energy consumption and the
associated release of greenhouse gases. This is why ‘safeguarding the environment’ is identified as a principle within our company
vision, and priorities and principles, against which our policies, processes and business strategy is set. Our safeguarding the
environment principle is integrated into our company policies including our sustainability policy, our climate change policy and our
sustainable procurement policy with climate change and emissions explicitly referred to in each. 

With our priorities and principles in mind, our Executive committed us in 2015 to be the leading national sustainable housebuilder and
to embed this within our divisions over the next three years. 

To define this, in 2016, we conducted a materiality process among our company stakeholders which is outlined in the What Matters
Most document available on our website. This process included consultation with industry experts from sustainability benchmarks,
industry bodies, employees, suppliers and partners and identified six sustainability themes of key importance to our business:

• Keeping people safe

• Operating efficiency 

• Attracting, inspiring and investing in people 

• Sustainable places to live 

• Sustainable and responsible sourcing 

• Investing in innovation and development

Our sustainability framework is based upon each of these six themes which have ambitions and long term goals attached. For
example, our Operating efficiency ambition is “To minimise our use of materials and energy, reduce waste and maximise low carbon
opportunities in our business operations”. Our attached target is to “reduce carbon intensity from our construction operations, offices
and business mileage by 10% by 2025 (based on a 2015 baseline).” 

Climate issues also form an integral part of the other six issues within our framework – for example mitigating flood risk and creating
low carbon homes and developments falls within the ‘Sustainable places to live’ issue. 

Each financial year, a series of actions are drawn up against our sustainability framework to aid us in reaching our ambitions and long
term goals, with a group director responsible for accomplishing each, and progress in monitored quarterly by our Executive
committee. 

This structure ensures that our business strategy is turned into action on the ground and that KPIs are rigorously monitored and
reported on. One action identified in our 2016 framework was to “review all show home decorative lighting, and roll out replacement
programme with LEDs”, for example, which was completed in our 2017 reporting year with the potential to save an estimated 682
tCO2e per year. This will contribute to progression against our 2025 carbon intensity reduction target in 2018. In 2017, we
experienced a 3% decrease in carbon intensity on the previous year.
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C3.1d

(C3.1d) Provide details of your organization’s use of climate-related scenario analysis.

Climate-
related
scenarios

Details

Other, please
specify
(CIBSE
TM59
Methodology)

Our climate-related scenario analysis relates to assessing the overheating risk inside homes based on changing weather scenarios and thermal
insulation requirements in the fabric of homes. To conduct this analysis we are using the CIBSE TM59 Methodology. This is sets a standard by which
overheating can be assessed using a consistent methodology looking at current and future predicted weather data. TM59 outlines the process for
predicting overheating risk in homes and includes requirements for gain and occupancy profiles, weather files and window opening hours. This
ensures all units to be tested in a consistent way. The gives a pass/fail result for each room type (bedrooms and living rooms). The housetypes
were modelled using TAS 9.4.3 dynamic thermal modelling software written by EDSL Ltd. The weather files used for this exercise are the CIBSE
TM49 weather files for London. These include three locations: - London Gatwick (rural) – LGW - London Heathrow (sub-urban) – LHR - London
Weather station (inner urban) – LWC The 2020s DSY1 (Design Summer Year) weather data for each location will be used in accordance with the
requirements for TM59 (Design methodology for the assessment of overheating risk in homes).

C4. Targets and performance

C4.1

(C4.1) Did you have an emissions target that was active in the reporting year?
Intensity target

C4.1b
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(C4.1b) Provide details of your emissions intensity target(s) and progress made against those target(s).

Target reference number
Int 1

Scope
Scope 1+2 (location-based) +3 (upstream)

% emissions in Scope
100

% reduction from baseline year
10

Metric
Other, please specify (tCO2e per 1,000 sq. ft.)

Base year
2015

Start year
2015

Normalized baseline year emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
2.36

Target year
2025

Is this a science-based target?
No, but we anticipate setting one in the next 2 years

% achieved (emissions)
8

Target status
Underway

Please explain
Our operational efficiency target is a 10% reduction in Scope 1,2, 3 emissions by 2025. The figures on the right are based upon the
assumption this could be met by 2020. Calculation method assumes the same % split between Scope 1+2 and Scope 3 emissions
in 2020 as in 2015. Calculation is based on construction area tCo2e intensity x estimated construction area. Scope 3 relates to
business travel by vans, cars, rail and business flights and transmission and distribution losses).

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 1+2 emissions
0.57

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 3 emissions
0.17

C4.2
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(C4.2) Provide details of other key climate-related targets not already reported in question C4.1/a/b.

Target
Other, please specify (Waste)

KPI – Metric numerator
Construction waste intensity

KPI – Metric denominator (intensity targets only)
Tonnes per 1,000 sq. ft. construction area

Base year
2015

Start year
2015

Target year
2020

KPI in baseline year
6.59

KPI in target year
5.93

% achieved in reporting year
13

Target Status
Underway

Please explain
Target was met early by 2017, achieving 5.74, a 13% reduction in waste intensity compared to baseline. New target setting is in
progress.

Part of emissions target
We are aware that our construction waste has an impact on indirect Scope 3 GHG emissions. Whilst estimates have been made on
this internally we do not currently report these figures publicly as the only scope 3 emissions within our corporate target relate to
business travel.

Is this target part of an overarching initiative?
No, it's not part of an overarching initiative

C4.3

(C4.3) Did you have emissions reduction initiatives that were active within the reporting year? Note that this can include
those in the planning and/or implementation phases.
Yes

C4.3a

(C4.3a) Identify the total number of projects at each stage of development, and for those in the implementation stages, the
estimated CO2e savings.

Number of projects Total estimated annual CO2e savings in metric tonnes CO2e (only for rows marked *)

Under investigation 4 159

To be implemented* 1

Implementation commenced* 0

Implemented* 9 5502

Not to be implemented 0
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C4.3b

(C4.3b) Provide details on the initiatives implemented in the reporting year in the table below.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building fabric

Description of activity
Insulation

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
3635.56

Scope
Scope 3

Voluntary/Mandatory
Mandatory

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
585728

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
5288080

Payback period
4 - 10 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
>30 years

Comment
Part L1A 2010 Building Regulations or equivalent: delivering 25% improvement to carbon efficiency of our homes against 2006
building regulations.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building fabric

Description of activity
Insulation

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
1067.71

Scope
Scope 3

Voluntary/Mandatory
Mandatory

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
172019

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
2965848

Payback period
16-20 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
>30 years

Comment
PartL1A 2013 Building Regulations & Increased Standards: delivering further 6% improvement to carbon efficiency of our homes
against 2010 building regulations. Inclusive of delivering increased Carbon Efficiency standards above and beyond an equivalent
6% improvement where applicable.
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Activity type
Process emissions reductions

Description of activity
Changes in operations

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)

Scope
Scope 3

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
53570

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Please select

Comment
487 tonne reduction of plasterboard waste in FY17.

Activity type
Process emissions reductions

Description of activity
Changes in operations

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)

Scope
Scope 3

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Please select

Comment
23.8 tonne timber waste reduction in FY17.

Activity type
Process emissions reductions

Description of activity
Changes in operations

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)

Scope
Please select

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
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Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Please select

Comment
Revised eco-cabin specification across the Group in FY17 .

Activity type
Process emissions reductions

Description of activity
Changes in operations

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)

Scope
Scope 1

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Please select

Comment
Revised forklift truck specification. Introduced to sites in FY17.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
Lighting

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
682

Scope
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
284000

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
113500

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
Instructed June 2016, implemented in FY17.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services
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Description of activity
Lighting

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
5.61

Scope
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
5145

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
13880

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
Replacement of furniture factory warehouse lighting with dimmable florescent sensors, swapping old tube lighting with LED panels.

Activity type
Low-carbon energy installation

Description of activity
Biomass

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
80

Scope
Scope 1

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
70000

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
190000

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
Biomass boiler at furniture factory turning wood waste to heat energy.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Processes

Description of activity
Other, please specify (Building controls)

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)

Scope
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary
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Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
AMR installed to 60% offices supplying half hourly data

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
Lighting

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
31.51

Scope
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
8217

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
32030

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
LED lighting upgrade at East Scotland office refurbishment.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Processes

Description of activity
Other, please specify (Communication)

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)

Scope
Please select

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment

Activity type
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Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
Lighting

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
129

Scope
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
32510

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
183720

Payback period
4 - 10 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
Jan 2018 audits for Eastern Countries and Yorkshire West– total savings figure used. Some recommendations may not be
implemented.

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
Lighting

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
30

Scope
Scope 2 (location-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
7751

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Please select

Comment
Group Support Centre LED lighting upgrade

Activity type
Energy efficiency: Building services

Description of activity
HVAC

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)

Scope
Scope 2 (location-based)
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Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Ongoing

Comment
Group Support Centre heating/cooling system upgrade.

C4.3c

(C4.3c) What methods do you use to drive investment in emissions reduction activities?

Method Comment

Compliance with
regulatory
requirements/standards

Operationally we comply with Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme for our divisional offices, site offices, show homes and sales centres,
and our fleet management. We seek to use the recommendations of these compliance audits to invest in emission reduction activities. We
meet all requirements associated with Building Regulations and Environmental Impact Regulations related to development and homes
design encompassing energy and water use, waste generation.

Dedicated budget for
low-carbon product
R&D

Barratt has dedicated budgets for low carbon product R&D, modern methods of construction and customer energy efficiency innovations
including a commitment to be involved in setting and undertaking research to address the implications of Government regulation on our
future developments.

Employee engagement All employees receive a sustainability update digital newsletter 3 times per annum, giving updates on progress against our strategy. We
provide sustainability factsheets on a range of topics released to all employees on our intranet, including information on energy efficiency
of our homes. This is in addition to management information during the year, and formal instructions when new guidance or requirements
are cascaded. For the last 3 years we have run annually in November a graduate-led Safeguarding the Environment employee
engagement week, to raise awareness.

Financial optimization
calculations

The Group continues to see a good range of opportunities for investment in its targeted locations without undue concentration and without
relaxing its 20% gross margin or 25% ROCE hurdle rates.

Financial optimization
calculations

Energy Audit of Operations: The Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme (ESOS) and subsequent office energy efficiency audits, plus costed
operational waste reduction initiatives and the development of a group sustainability framework have identified a range of energy saving
and cost saving opportunities on construction sites and within our offices.

C4.5

(C4.5) Do you classify any of your existing goods and/or services as low-carbon products or do they enable a third party to
avoid GHG emissions?
Yes

C4.5a

(C4.5a) Provide details of your products and/or services that you classify as low-carbon products or that enable a third party
to avoid GHG emissions.

Level of aggregation
Group of products

Description of product/Group of products
The primary third party to avoid GHG emissions directly through use of our goods and services is our home buyers. We are
committed to improving the carbon performance of our homes, enabling home buyers to reduce their GHG emissions and energy
costs, and have been working with a number of partners to achieve this and on industry leading research projects such as the
AIMC4 Fabric First project. The AIMC4 target of reducing carbon emissions from homes by 44% against 2006 Part L Building
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Regulation levels was set in the context of the Government’s now abolished 2016 timeline to deliver Zero Carbon Homes. We are
currently reviewing alternative low carbon developments.

Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions?
Low-carbon product

Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions
Other, please specify (Green product criteria)

% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year
100

Comment
The HCA, Homes England’s predecessor, supported the development of Hanham Hall as a zero carbon homes development to
determine how zero carbon homes could be built. Following completion the site we was monitored and finding of actual energy use
in the homes reported. The new homes designed to the high energy and water efficiency standards led to large reductions in
energy and water consumption. At the same time properties can achieve high levels of occupant comfort and satisfaction, as
identified through the occupant surveys and monitored data, showcasing the benefits of a quality home design, specific
performance targets set up early in the construction process, and quality construction. We continue to work on numerous large
scale developments with homes designed to meet CfSH level 4 and above. Last year alone we completed 2689 units to Level 4 and
above across more than 60 sites. We strive to reduce the impact of our business on the environment both during and post-
construction, through significant brownfield development, high quality regeneration projects and by monitoring our waste and
energy usage. In FY17, 59% of our developments incorporated an above ground landscape-led sustainable urban drainage
solution. All divisions within the Group continue to operate an environmental management system certified to ISO14001 which is
subject to regular monitoring and audit. We have also teamed up with E.ON to provide cost effective, reliable ways of cutting
emissions for homebuyers, delivering major projects using combined heat and power (CHP) and district heating infrastructure in
Barratt London on eight major projects will provide a projected 12,000 new homes with local and low carbon energy solutions.
Between July 1st 2008 and 30th 2017, around 11,500 homes were connected, 1,560 in FY17 across England, Scotland and Wales.
98% of our standard housetype range (based on old and new ranges) are designed to achieve an EPC B rating or above, which is
the criteria for a home to be eligible for Barclay’s discounted ‘Green Mortgage’ product for energy efficient homes. Based on our
product mix this equates to 98.8% of all homes completed for FY17. The remaining 0.2% made no material difference to revenue.

Level of aggregation
Group of products

Description of product/Group of products
The primary third party to avoid GHG emissions directly through use of our goods and services is our home buyers. We are
committed to improving the carbon performance of our homes, enabling home buyers to reduce their GHG emissions and energy
costs, and have been working with a number of partners to achieve this and on industry leading research projects such as the
AIMC4 Fabric First project. We are currently looking into a proposal for a research project that focuses on the performance of 10
typical new homes of varying configuration and build form. This will be in conjunction with a professional test, instrumentation,
research consultancy who provide specialist services in construction to both developers and Government. We are currently looking
into a proposal for a research project that focuses on the performance of 10 typical new homes of varying configuration and build
form. This will be in conjunction with a professional test, instrumentation, research consultancy who provide specialist services in
construction to both developers and Government.

Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions?
Avoided emissions

Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions
Other, please specify (Code for Sustainable Homes)

% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year

Comment
Our preferred approach is to improve the energy efficiency of our homes through fabric improvements. We also integrate
renewables into 22% of our developments (2017). As an example, a 3 bedroom semi-detached Barratt built house using 2013
regulations would save £890 annual energy spend vs a Victorian house with modern day improvements and would allow a potential
51% of carbon emissions to be avoided annually by each household over the 60 year estimated lifetime of a new building
(avoidance levels are expected to increase as technologies and techniques improve). 33% of homes (5847) Barratt completed met
the CFSH level 3 or above standard in 2016. We have set ourselves stretching targets in the design of our products to enable
home buyers to benefit from the avoidance of GHG emissions and reduced housing costs. We will be delivering 25% improvement
to Carbon Efficiency of our homes against 2006 building regulations. We are also delivering a further 6% improvement to Carbon
Efficiency of our homes against 2010 building regulations. Both of these initiatives will result in at least 6,200 tCO2e avoided by our
home buyers, and will last over the lifetime of a new home – at least 60 years.
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C5. Emissions methodology

C5.1

(C5.1) Provide your base year and base year emissions (Scopes 1 and 2).

Scope 1

Base year start
July 1 2014

Base year end
June 30 2015

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
18224

Comment

Scope 2 (location-based)

Base year start
July 1 2014

Base year end
June 30 2015

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
11843

Comment

Scope 2 (market-based)

Base year start
July 1 2016

Base year end
June 30 2017

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
6299

Comment
This was publicly reported on for the first time in FY17.

C5.2

(C5.2) Select the name of the standard, protocol, or methodology you have used to collect activity data and calculate Scope
1 and Scope 2 emissions.
Defra Voluntary 2017 Reporting Guidelines
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard (Revised Edition)

C6. Emissions data

C6.1
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(C6.1) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 1 emissions in metric tons CO2e?

Row 1

Gross global Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e)
20772.68

End-year of reporting period
<Not Applicable>

Comment
Includes diesel, LPG, gas, refrigerant loss for our offices and sites and company owned vans.

C6.2

(C6.2) Describe your organization’s approach to reporting Scope 2 emissions.

Row 1

Scope 2, location-based
We are reporting a Scope 2, location-based figure

Scope 2, market-based
We are reporting a Scope 2, market-based figure

Comment
We reported a scope 2 market-based figure for the first time in FY17 for purchased electricity. All office electricity is supplied by one
supplier with their current energy mix and a weighted emission factor applied. For electricity purchased for our site and sales
operations the relevant emissions factors were obtained from energy suppliers based on their energy source mix, and applied to the
relative split of energy procured from each supplier.

C6.3

(C6.3) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 2 emissions in metric tons CO2e?

Row 1

Scope 2, location-based
9138

Scope 2, market-based (if applicable)
6299

End-year of reporting period
<Not Applicable>

Comment
For FY17 we reported on a market-based scope 2 figure for the first time.

C6.4

(C6.4) Are there any sources (e.g. facilities, specific GHGs, activities, geographies, etc.) of Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions
that are within your selected reporting boundary which are not included in your disclosure?
Yes

C6.4a
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(C6.4a) Provide details of the sources of Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions that are within your selected reporting boundary
which are not included in your disclosure.

Source
Wilson Bowden developments site data

Relevance of Scope 1 emissions from this source
Emissions are not relevant

Relevance of location-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
Emissions are not relevant

Relevance of market-based Scope 2 emissions from this source (if applicable)
Emissions are not relevant

Explain why the source is excluded
Site data from Wilson Bowden Developments was reviewed in FY17 and related to 6 active sites (operated by a main contractor),
overall carbon emissions are only 1% of the PLC group and was therefore excluded. As site data contributes to <2% of Scope 1 and
2 emissions, and does not have a material impact on stated emissions.

C6.5

(C6.5) Account for your organization’s Scope 3 emissions, disclosing and explaining any exclusions.

Purchased goods and services

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e
313507

Emissions calculation methodology
In 2015 we completed initial estimates working with Trucost. Emissions estimate for 48 construction material suppliers was 313507
tCO2e (based on accurate data for 2 suppliers and input/output modelling for the remainder).

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
4.1

Explanation
Purchased goods and services are directly relevant to our GHG footprint, and initial estimates show they form a significant aspect
of our total emissions (7x operational footprint). We are reviewing available data and calculation methodologies to identify the most
appropriate and meaningful method to calculate, disclose and manage these emissions on an ongoing basis, and as such these
emissions are not yet included in our verified emissions.

Capital goods

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
We are reviewing available data and calculation methodologies to identify the most appropriate and meaningful method to calculate,
disclose and manage these emissions.
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Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scope 1 or 2)

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e
827

Emissions calculation methodology
Electricity transportation and distribution (T&D) losses have been calculated using the latest UK Government (DEFRA) emission
factors (2016), applied against total electricity consumption.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
Electricity transportation and distribution (T&D) losses. These emissions are the only Fuel-and-energy related activities which are
not included in Scope 1 or 2.

Upstream transportation and distribution

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
We are reviewing available data and calculation methodologies to identify the most appropriate and meaningful method to calculate,
disclose and manage these emissions.

Waste generated in operations

Evaluation status

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation

Business travel

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e
8839

Emissions calculation methodology
Car, van, rail and flight emissions data has been calculated using the UK Government (DEFRA) emission factors (2016) for
distance travelled in kilometres (km). For business travel by car we have used the ‘Average Car / Unknown fuel’ kgCO2e emission
factor to determine associated GHG emissions, as data on the size of the cars and engine fuel types is not available. For company-
owned and leased vans, the ‘Average van (up to 3.5 tonnes) / Diesel fuel’ kgCO2e emission factor has been used to determine
associated GHG emissions. We have elected not to move to quantity of fuel purchased as this data is challenging to collect in the
current reporting systems. For business travel by rail we have assumed the ‘National rail’ emission factor and for business travel by
air we have reported used the ‘UK domestic flights’ /International flights emission factor as appropriate. Both are true
representations of typical transport methods used by Barratt employees when undertaking business travel.

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
100

Explanation
Car, van, rail and flight emissions data has been calculated using UK Government (DEFRA) emission factors (2016) for distance
travelled in kilometres (km). 2016 factors were the latest available at the time of recording.
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Employee commuting

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
Site office based personnel travel is difficult to track. We are identifying a meaningful approach and methodology to start assessing
and calculating these emissions.

Upstream leased assets

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
All upstream emissions from leased assets are already included within our reported Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions.

Downstream transportation and distribution

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
Our operations do not currently include any downstream transportation and distribution.

Processing of sold products

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
Our operations do not currently include any processing of sold products.

Use of sold products

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e
4703.27

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
tCO2e savings from Part L1a 2010 Building Regulation s: 3,635.56 + tCO2e savings from Part L1a 2013 Building Regulation
savings 1,067.71 Savings are based on calculated average DER, and an average dwelling size of 100sqm. Carbon factors and
average prices taken from SAP2012 Table 12.
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End of life treatment of sold products

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
Our operations do not currently include any end of life treatment of sold products.

Downstream leased assets

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
Our operations do not currently include any downstream leased assets.

Franchises

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
Our operations do not currently include any franchises.

Investments

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
All investments are currently under our operational control. We use the operational control method for our reporting scope, and all
investment emissions have been included in our Scope 1 and 2 reported emissions.

Other (upstream)

Evaluation status

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation
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Other (downstream)

Evaluation status

Metric tonnes CO2e

Emissions calculation methodology

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Explanation

C6.7

(C6.7) Are carbon dioxide emissions from biologically sequestered carbon relevant to your organization?
No

C6.10
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(C6.10) Describe your gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions for the reporting year in metric tons CO2e per unit
currency total revenue and provide any additional intensity metrics that are appropriate to your business operations.

Intensity figure
0.0000064319

Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions)
29910

Metric denominator
unit total revenue

Metric denominator: Unit total
4650200000

Scope 2 figure used
Location-based

% change from previous year
12.17

Direction of change
Decreased

Reason for change
Our emissions intensity has reduced primarily as a result of increasing volume, increasing average sale price and expenditure on
land purchases. There has been a small reduction in emissions intensity due to ongoing emission reduction activities, such as
energy efficiency improvements in our site cabins. Revenue increased by 9.8% vs FY16, while gross global Scope 1 and 2
emissions decreased by 3.56%.

Intensity figure
1.639

Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions)
29910

Metric denominator
Other, please specify (per 1000 sq. ft. construction area)

Metric denominator: Unit total
18246

Scope 2 figure used
Location-based

% change from previous year
4.15

Direction of change
Decreased

Reason for change
CO2e per 1,000 square foot of construction area.

C7. Emissions breakdowns

C7.1

(C7.1) Does your organization have greenhouse gas emissions other than carbon dioxide?
Yes
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C7.1a

(C7.1a) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by greenhouse gas type and provide the source of each used
greenhouse warming potential (GWP).

Greenhouse gas Scope 1 emissions (metric tons of CO2e) GWP Reference

CO2 20278 IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4 - 100 year)

HFCs 494 IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4 - 100 year)

C7.2

(C7.2) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by country/region.

Country/Region Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e)

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 20772.68

C7.3

(C7.3) Indicate which gross global Scope 1 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.
By activity

C7.3c

(C7.3c) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by business activity.

Activity Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Travel by company owned vans 0.68

Gas consumed on offices and on sites 5799

Diesel consumed on site 14405

LPG consumed on sites 74

Refrigerant loss from office air conditioning 494

C7.5

(C7.5) Break down your total gross global Scope 2 emissions by country/region.

Country/Region Scope 2, location-
based (metric tons
CO2e)

Scope 2, market-
based (metric tons
CO2e)

Purchased and consumed
electricity, heat, steam or
cooling (MWh)

Purchased and consumed low-carbon electricity, heat,
steam or cooling accounted in market-based approach
(MWh)

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

9138 6299 22176 0

C7.6
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(C7.6) Indicate which gross global Scope 2 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.
By activity

C7.6c

(C7.6c) Break down your total gross global Scope 2 emissions by business activity.

Activity Scope 2, location-based emissions (metric tons CO2e) Scope 2, market-based emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Purchased electricity (sites and offices) 9138 6299

C7.9

(C7.9) How do your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined) for the reporting year compare to those of the
previous reporting year?
Decreased

C7.9a

(C7.9a) Identify the reasons for any change in your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined) and for each of them
specify how your emissions compare to the previous year.

Change in
emissions
(metric
tons CO2e)

Direction
of change

Emissions
value
(percentage)

Please explain calculation

Change in
renewable
energy
consumption

0 No change

Other
emissions
reduction
activities

799.12 Decreased 2.58 Emission reduction activities relating to operations (i.e. within scope 1+2) accounted for 799.12 tCO2e in
2017. (799.12/31015)*100 = 2.58%

Divestment 0 No change

Acquisitions 0 No change

Mergers 0 No change

Change in
output

88.93 Increased 0.29 Build volume increased from FY16 to FY17 by 0.44%, however there was a gross reduction in Scope 1+2
carbon emissions of 1105 tCO2e. Assuming no emissions reduction activities had taken place, an increase
of 0.44% across Scope 1+2 emissions would have meant an increase of 88.93 tCO2e. Therefore the
calculation for the % emissions value is (88.93/31015)*100 = 0.29%

Change in
methodology

0 No change Please note that at the time of publishing our emission data, DECC 2017 GHG emission conversion facts
were not available. As both FY17 and FY16 used 2016 conversion factors, no impact owing to the greening
of the grid can be established.

Change in
boundary

0 No change

Change in
physical
operating
conditions

0 No change

Unidentified 0 No change

Other 0 No change

C7.9b
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(C7.9b) Are your emissions performance calculations in C7.9 and C7.9a based on a location-based Scope 2 emissions figure
or a market-based Scope 2 emissions figure?
Location-based

C8. Energy

C8.1

(C8.1) What percentage of your total operational spend in the reporting year was on energy?
More than 0% but less than or equal to 5%

C8.2

(C8.2) Select which energy-related activities your organization has undertaken.

Indicate whether your organization undertakes this energy-related activity

Consumption of fuel (excluding feedstocks) Yes

Consumption of purchased or acquired electricity Yes

Consumption of purchased or acquired heat No

Consumption of purchased or acquired steam No

Consumption of purchased or acquired cooling No

Generation of electricity, heat, steam, or cooling Yes

C8.2a

(C8.2a) Report your organization’s energy consumption totals (excluding feedstocks) in MWh.

Heating value MWh from renewable
sources

MWh from non-renewable
sources

Total MWh

Consumption of fuel (excluding feedstock) LHV (lower heating
value)

0 85662 85662

Consumption of purchased or acquired electricity <Not Applicable> 0 22176 22176

Consumption of purchased or acquired heat <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not
Applicable>

Consumption of purchased or acquired steam <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not
Applicable>

Consumption of purchased or acquired cooling <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not
Applicable>

Consumption of self-generated non-fuel renewable
energy

<Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

Total energy consumption <Not Applicable> 0 107839 107839

C8.2b
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(C8.2b) Select the applications of your organization’s consumption of fuel.

Indicate whether your organization undertakes this fuel application

Consumption of fuel for the generation of electricity Yes

Consumption of fuel for the generation of steam No

Consumption of fuel for the generation of cooling No

Consumption of fuel for co-generation or tri-generation No

C8.2c

(C8.2c) State how much fuel in MWh your organization has consumed (excluding feedstocks) by fuel type.

Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
Diesel

Heating value
LHV (lower heating value)

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
53824.76

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)

Heating value
LHV (lower heating value)

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
319.96

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
Natural Gas

Heating value
LHV (lower heating value)
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Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
31517.64

MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

C8.2d

(C8.2d) List the average emission factors of the fuels reported in C8.2c.

Diesel

Emission factor
2.6762

Unit
kg CO2e per liter

Emission factor source
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting (2016) (Cell E63)

Comment
At the time of our data collection and processing, 2017 emission factors were not available, so 2016 factors were used.

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)

Emission factor
1.50501

Unit
kg CO2e per liter

Emission factor source
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting (2016) (Cell E32)

Comment
At the time of our data collection and processing, 2017 emission factors were not available, so 2016 factors were used.

Natural Gas

Emission factor
0.18399

Unit
kg CO2e per MWh

Emission factor source
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting (2016) (Cell E38)

Comment
At the time of our data collection and processing, 2017 emission factors were not available, so 2016 factors were used.

C8.2e
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(C8.2e) Provide details on the electricity, heat, steam, and cooling your organization has generated and consumed in the
reporting year.

Total Gross
generation (MWh)

Generation that is consumed by the
organization (MWh)

Gross generation from
renewable sources (MWh)

Generation from renewable sources that is
consumed by the organization (MWh)

Electricity

Heat

Steam

Cooling

C8.2f

(C8.2f) Provide details on the electricity, heat, steam and/or cooling amounts that were accounted for at a low-carbon
emission factor in the market-based Scope 2 figure reported in C6.3.

Basis for applying a low-carbon emission factor
Other, please specify (Publicly available supplier mix)

Low-carbon technology type
Other low-carbon technology, please specify (We do not hold this level of detail)

MWh consumed associated with low-carbon electricity, heat, steam or cooling

Emission factor (in units of metric tons CO2e per MWh)

Comment
All office electricity is supplied by a single supplier and an emission factor has been applied to this portion of electricity use in line
with the mix. The same method has been used to according to the % of construction sites, which are supplied by two different
energy suppliers.

C9. Additional metrics

C9.1

(C9.1) Provide any additional climate-related metrics relevant to your business.

C10. Verification

C10.1

(C10.1) Indicate the verification/assurance status that applies to your reported emissions.

Verification/assurance status

Scope 1 Third-party verification or assurance process in place

Scope 2 (location-based or market-based) Third-party verification or assurance process in place

Scope 3 Third-party verification or assurance process in place
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C10.1a

(C10.1a) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 1 and/or Scope 2 emissions and
attach the relevant statements.

Scope
Scope 1

Verification or assurance cycle in place
Annual process

Status in the current reporting year
Complete

Type of verification or assurance
Moderate assurance

Attach the statement
sr-assurance-statement-2017.pdf

Page/ section reference
3

Relevant standard
A1000AS

Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)
100

Scope
Scope 2 location-based

Verification or assurance cycle in place
Annual process

Status in the current reporting year
Complete

Type of verification or assurance
Moderate assurance

Attach the statement
sr-assurance-statement-2017.pdf

Page/ section reference
3

Relevant standard
A1000AS

Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)
100

C10.1b
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(C10.1b) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 3 emissions and attach the relevant
statements.

Scope
Scope 3- all relevant categories

Verification or assurance cycle in place
Annual process

Status in the current reporting year
Complete

Attach the statement
sr-assurance-statement-2017.pdf

Page/section reference
3

Relevant standard
AA1000AS

C10.2

(C10.2) Do you verify any climate-related information reported in your CDP disclosure other than the emissions figures
reported in C6.1, C6.3, and C6.5?
Yes

C10.2a

(C10.2a) Which data points within your CDP disclosure have been verified, and which verification standards were used?

Disclosure module verification
relates to

Data verified Verification
standard

Please explain

C5. Emissions performance Year on year change in emissions (Scope
1 and 2)

AA1000AS This data is also contained within our assured 2017
Sustainability Report

C5. Emissions performance Year on year change in emissions (Scope
3)

AA1000AS This data is also contained within our assured 2017
Sustainability Report

C5. Emissions performance Year on year emissions intensity figure AA1000AS This data is also contained within our assured 2017
Sustainability Report

C11. Carbon pricing

C11.1

(C11.1) Are any of your operations or activities regulated by a carbon pricing system (i.e. ETS, Cap & Trade or Carbon Tax)?
No, and we do not anticipate being regulated in the next three years

C11.2

(C11.2) Has your organization originated or purchased any project-based carbon credits within the reporting period?
No
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C11.3

(C11.3) Does your organization use an internal price on carbon?
No, and we do not currently anticipate doing so in the next two years

C12. Engagement

C12.1

(C12.1) Do you engage with your value chain on climate-related issues?
Yes, our suppliers
Yes, our customers
Yes, other partners in the value chain

C12.1a

(C12.1a) Provide details of your climate-related supplier engagement strategy.

Type of engagement
Compliance & onboarding

Details of engagement
Included climate change in supplier selection / management mechanism

% of suppliers by number
100

% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
100

% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5

Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
Policy applies to all construction materials suppliers.

Impact of engagement, including measures of success
Not applicable

Comment
Our Sustainable Procurement Policy states: “a preference will be given to materials that… have low embodied energy (against BRE
Green Guide).” Buying and procurement processes across the Group are expected to align with our Group policies.

Type of engagement
Information collection (understanding supplier behavior)

Details of engagement
Other, please specify (Surveying suppliers on sustainability)

% of suppliers by number
3

% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
90

% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5

Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
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Overwhelming construction materials spend is through our group procurement process where our main information gathering
activities are directed. Approximately 90% of our construction materials spend on houses is through 160 Group suppliers (3% by
number).

Impact of engagement, including measures of success
Gauged supplier satisfaction with our performance, information on capabilities and knowledge and opportunities to share best
practice

Comment
We issued a survey to all our materials and goods suppliers to help us to understand better the sustainability issues they perceived
to be most important to Barratt Developments. In 2015 we undertook a desk based study on greenhouse gas and energy intensity
within top 48 suppliers, and held an energy and carbon workshop to get a better understanding of the capabilities and knowledge of
our supply chain, and to share best practice. To follow on from this in June 2018 we embarked on a project to assess scope 3
carbon emissions for purchased goods and services. This is the start of a longer term process that will enable us to better monitor
and manage the carbon emissions in our value chain.

Type of engagement
Engagement & incentivization (changing supplier behavior)

Details of engagement
Run an engagement campaign to educate suppliers about climate change

% of suppliers by number
3

% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
90

% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5

Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
Overwhelming supplier spend is through our group procurement process.

Impact of engagement, including measures of success
All 160 Group construction materials out of 5613 suppliers in total (3% by number) representing approximately 90% of our
procurement spend are now school members.

Comment
In FY 16 we partnered with the Supply Chain Sustainability School and mandated that all group agreement suppliers become
members of the school by the end of the 2016 calendar year. We set a goal for all suppliers to become Bronze level members by
Dec 17. We also engage suppliers on sustainability through our annual supplier conference. At our March 2018 conference, the
Carbon Trust presented on supply chain carbon emissions.

C12.1b
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(C12.1b) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with your customers.

Type of engagement
Education/information sharing

Details of engagement
Share information about your products and relevant certification schemes (i.e. Energy STAR)

Size of engagement
100

% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5

Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
The climate change impact of our homes and the sustainable credentials of our products are relevant to all our customers. Our
branded customer-facing sales websites (David Wilson Homes and Barratt Homes/Barratt London) contain customer-focused
information, including a 16/12/12 page guide respectively on issues including: - Energy efficiency of design - Efficiency of utilities
and fittings. - More themes listed below.

Impact of engagement, including measures of success
A method for relating reading materials to customer behaviour and emissions reductions has not been established.

Type of engagement
Education/information sharing

Details of engagement
Run an engagement campaign to education customers about your climate change performance and strategy

Size of engagement
100

% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5

Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
The climate change impact of our homes and the sustainable credentials of our products are relevant to all our customers. Our
branded customer-facing sales websites (David Wilson Homes and Barratt Homes/Barratt London) contain customer-focused
information, including a 16/12/12 page guide respectively on issues including: - Biodiversity - Green space and planting - Low
carbon materials - Sustainability benchmark performance including CDP.

Impact of engagement, including measures of success
A method for relating reading materials to customer behaviour and emissions reductions has not been established.

C12.1c
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(C12.1c) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with other partners in the value chain.

  

We maintain good relationships with landowners, purchasing more land than any other developer. We have a dedicated team dealing
with public land and funding programmes and have been selected for all Homes England regional Delivery Partner Panels and that of
the Greater London Authority. This demonstrates the confidence that these agencies have in Barratt Developments approach. Homes
England were consulted in 2014 and 2016 on their views of the sustainability issues that matter most to Barratt and on their views of
the group approach to sustainability and our reporting. 

We are committed to community engagement and have developed the Barratt Consult manual to guide our approach to consultation.
Our divisions adopt a proactive approach to consultation processes, which are continued from site start up. Many of our
developments support local projects, or work with local schools to promote site safety, careers in construction and also facilitate
community connections through community websites. 

In 2014 we commissioned research with the Smith Institute to investigate what works with regards the relationships between local
authorities and developers to understand how the sector as a whole can help to unlock the challenges of the housing crisis. We
conducted consumer research in 2015 to better understand the issues that help to create a sense of community, and the perceived
barriers.

We maintain good relationships with local authorities and engage with planning authorities throughout the planning process. We
monitor and report our performance in securing planning approvals via the Executive Committee and with local managers.

C12.3

(C12.3) Do you engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence public policy on climate-related issues
through any of the following?
Direct engagement with policy makers
Trade associations
Funding research organizations
Other

C12.3a

(C12.3a) On what issues have you been engaging directly with policy makers?

Focus of
legislation

Corporate
position

Details of engagement Proposed legislative solution

Energy
efficiency

Support Barratt endorsed the open letter issued to Sajid Javid and Greg Clarke to call for
clear strategy to net zero carbon. Until its recent closure Barratt worked directly
with the Zero Carbon Hub (the government organisation set up to coordinate
policy for and delivery of zero carbon homes) to promote our 'Fabric First'
approach to building sustainable homes, ensuring energy efficiency is a key
priority within emerging legislation and building standards. Through our AIMC4
project we directly advised CLG on challenges in delivering high level code and
the benefits of moving towards a fabric first approach.

Barratt was supportive of the legislation being
developed through the Zero Carbon Hub, ensuring a
'Fabric First' approach to energy efficiency is a key
priority within emerging legislation and building
standards. We continue to engage with Government
through working Groups such as the HBF to shape the
way future legislation evolves. All new buildings to be
net zero carbon by 2030. From 2020 energy
performance standards to be improved to lead to the
right path for the 2030 goal.

Adaptation
or
resilience

Support Barratt’s Group Land and Planning Director provided oral evidence to the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (EFRA) select committee on development
and flood risk on 25 May 2016. Barratt Developments maintains regular dialogue
with key Government Departments and agencies to understand and influence
changes in policy for climate change resiliency and sustainability. Through
building homes to increased standards and future building regulations
requirements, and building homes that can withstand more frequent and
potentially extreme weather events and to minimise flood risk and overheating risk
flooding, Barratt's seeks to further influence creation of policy which creates
positive change across the industry.

Barratt is supportive of planning requirements which
dictate that all potential developments are assessed for
flood risk prior to purchase.
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C12.3b

(C12.3b) Are you on the board of any trade associations or do you provide funding beyond membership?
Yes

C12.3c

(C12.3c) Enter the details of those trade associations that are likely to take a position on climate change legislation.

Trade association
UK Green Building Council

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position
UK-GBC is a charity and an industry-led network with a mission to radically improve the sustainability of the built environment.
UKGBC have launched a report Building Better Places for People aimed at looking at the wider development scale opportunities for
improving sustainability outcomes.

How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
Our primary influence has been through the development of exemplar schemes which explore progressive climate change
adaptation strategies that can help inform and influence the trade association's approach. Barratt has shown leadership through
delivering unique projects such as AIMC4, zero and low carbon sites Hanham Hall and Derwenthorpe in York respectively. We
have now completed a subsequent project leading from AIMC4 called AIMCH with Crest Nicholson, Stewart Milne, A2Dominion and
BRE. We are sponsoring a project in 2017 to provide guidelines to the Built Environment sector on how to measure the value of
sustainability. In addition we demonstrate leadership in our carbon footprinting and our corporate sustainability framework.

Trade association
Home Builders Federation

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position
HBF is responsible for discussing how the housing industry can meet the UK Government's policy requirements with regard to
climate change issues in a fair and proportionate way. For example, the HBF collaborated with Government on delivering Low
carbon housing that performs as designed and co-chaired the 2016 Taskforce with DCLG.

How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
Our primary influence with the Home Builders Federation (HBF) is through the development of exemplar schemes which explore
progressive climate change adaptation strategies that can help inform and influence the trade association's approach and inform
their and our consultation responses to government. Our Chief Executive, David Thomas, joined the HBF Board in 2018. The
company contribute to the HBF’s Waste Group.

Trade association
Confederation of British Industry

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position
As well as showing ambition and leadership on these issues within the business community, its members aim to work with the
government to set the right conditions to attract investment in low-carbon solutions and drive consumer demand for sustainable
products. The UK government has set a target for 2020 of cutting carbon emissions to 34% below 1990 levels. The UK's energy
infrastructure needs £200bn in investment over 20 years. That means this must be the decade of delivery. Tackling climate change
means using energy more efficiently, future-proofing businesses against climate threats and moving business operations towards
carbon neutrality. Only by enabling the market to develop the solutions we need will we achieve these goals.

How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
Our primary influence with the Confederation of British Industry is through the development of exemplar schemes which explore
progressive climate change adaptation strategies that can help inform and influence the trade association's approach - in addition
to demonstrating leadership in our carbon footprinting and our corporate sustainability strategy.
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Trade association
National House Building Council

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position
Focuses on a range of issues associated with the changing patterns, systems and methods of construction in new homes which
have changed the risk profile for lenders traditionally used to dealing with brick and block construction. Coming after the UK had
suffered widespread flooding, this guide was both pertinent and timely. The guide highlights how perceived risk issues can be
addressed at the design stage, allowing greater confidence and understanding in minimising risks.

How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
Our primary influence with the National House Building Council is through the development of exemplar schemes which explore
progressive climate change adaptation strategies that can help inform and influence the trade association's approach. A number of
our senior members of staff play an active role in chairing or supporting work groups to develop good/best practice for the industry.

Trade association
Federation of Master Builders

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position
The Federation of Master Builders is the largest trade association in the UK construction industry, representing thousands of firms
in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Established in 1941 to protect the interests of small and medium -sized (SME)
construction firms, the FMB is independent and non-profit making, lobbying for members' interests at both the national and local
level.

How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
As the UKs Largest house builder we sit on an FMB group called the Futures Group to share our Knowledge with the SME
construction firms around future legislation and regulatory requirements. We look to influence them to also participate in engaging
with government.

C12.3d

(C12.3d) Do you publicly disclose a list of all research organizations that you fund?
Yes

C12.3e
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(C12.3e) Provide details of the other engagement activities that you undertake.

 We support charities and campaign groups at a national and local level and promote ‘best practice’ research through our work with
the UK Green Building Council, Reading University and the involvement we have had with universities through the AIMCH4 project
and organisations such as Joseph Rowntree Foundation through our partnerships on developments. We also partner with Sheffield
Hallam University to provide a Foundation Degree in Residential Construction which includes best practice on green and low carbon
building.
 

We have a national partnership with the RSPB, seeking to protect and enhance biodiversity and ecology, which we support through
best practice design, showcase exemplar developments, employee and customer engagement.
 

We also seek to promote communal energy solutions that incorporate renewables where appropriate.
 

We engage with specialised climate change adaptation research organisations, such as the Zero Carbon Hub (‘ZCH’) and the UK
Green Building Council (‘UKGBC’), to help shape our future approach to climate change management and to ensure our strategies
are aligned in achieving a "fabric first" approach to reducing carbon. 

We engage directly with our waste management contractors to encourage segregation and appropriate recycling of our waste
materials. We engage and contribute to various engagement events run by our utility providers to ensure that we feedback our direct
needs, both short term and longer term, and look to identify opportunities for improving climate resilience of our developments and
reduce any negative impacts on our customers.
 

The Group’s strategy and approach to seek to manage and mitigate the risks climate change creates aims to invest in research and
development that trials innovative methods of construction and continue to promote our fabric first approach with passive and then
active technology solutions to deliver higher levels of performance. 
 

The Group commissioned work in 2014 to look at overheating with our current houses with future climate changes. A much larger
piece of work has been completed in 2018.

C12.3f
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(C12.3f) What processes do you have in place to ensure that all of your direct and indirect activities that influence policy are
consistent with your overall climate change strategy?

 Led by the Group Chief Executive, and supported by senior Executives the Group consults with the Government both directly and
through industry bodies, such as the Home Builders Federation (HBF) to highlight potential issues and has considerable in-house
technical and planning expertise devoted to complying with regulations and achieving implementable planning consents. Through
engaging directly with these Groups, Barratt is able to have a voice and input to ensure that these activities which influence policy are
aligned with our business' climate change strategy. The recent focus of Government, however, is on building efficiency.
 

Our Climate Change Policy outlines our approach to climate change adaptation and mitigation and provides a reference for our own
position when engaging in direct and indirect activities that have potential to influence climate change policy.
 

We work with: Government agencies, local authorities and private landowners to identify and bring forward land for development;
suppliers upon the introduction of new technologies; and subcontractors to help them improve their environmental and safety
performance.
 

We recognise the need to address the risks climate change creates head on, through the selection of land for development, the
design of developments and by reducing the overall impact of our operations. These requirements are integral to our evaluation
processes. They are continuously assessed during our land acquisition, development design and build programmes as part of our
commitment to build quality homes and put the customer at the heart of everything we do.

Our sustainable procurement policy ensures that procurement requirements in relation to embodied carbon are outlined at the earliest
stage of engagement. 

C12.4

(C12.4) Have you published information about your organization’s response to climate change and GHG emissions
performance for this reporting year in places other than in your CDP response? If so, please attach the publication(s).

Publication
In mainstream reports

Status
Complete

Attach the document
barratt-ar17.pdf

Content elements
Governance
Strategy
Risks & opportunities
Emissions figures

Publication
In voluntary sustainability report

Status
Complete

Attach the document
sustainability-report-2017.pdf

Content elements
Emissions figures
Emission targets
Other, please specify (General performance and waste)
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C14. Signoff

C-FI

(C-FI) Use this field to provide any additional information or context that you feel is relevant to your organization's response.
Please note that this field is optional and is not scored.

C14.1

(C14.1) Provide details for the person that has signed off (approved) your CDP climate change response.

Job title Corresponding job category

Row 1 Chief Executive Officer Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

Submit your response

In which language are you submitting your response?
English

Please confirm how your response should be handled by CDP

Public or Non-Public Submission I am submitting to

I am submitting my response Public Investors

Please confirm below
I have read and accept the applicable Terms
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	Is this target part of an overarching initiative?

	C4.3
	(C4.3) Did you have emissions reduction initiatives that were active within the reporting year? Note that this can include those in the planning and/or implementation phases.

	C4.3a
	(C4.3a) Identify the total number of projects at each stage of development, and for those in the implementation stages, the estimated CO2e savings.

	C4.3b
	(C4.3b) Provide details on the initiatives implemented in the reporting year in the table below.
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment
	Activity type
	Description of activity
	Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
	Scope
	Voluntary/Mandatory
	Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Investment required (unit currency – as specified in CC0.4)
	Payback period
	Estimated lifetime of the initiative
	Comment

	C4.3c
	(C4.3c) What methods do you use to drive investment in emissions reduction activities?

	C4.5
	(C4.5) Do you classify any of your existing goods and/or services as low-carbon products or do they enable a third party to avoid GHG emissions?

	C4.5a
	(C4.5a) Provide details of your products and/or services that you classify as low-carbon products or that enable a third party to avoid GHG emissions.
	Level of aggregation
	Description of product/Group of products
	Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions?
	Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions
	% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year
	Comment
	Level of aggregation
	Description of product/Group of products
	Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions?
	Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions
	% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year
	Comment

	C5. Emissions methodology
	C5.1
	(C5.1) Provide your base year and base year emissions (Scopes 1 and 2).
	Scope 1
	Base year start
	Base year end
	Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
	Comment
	Scope 2 (location-based)
	Base year start
	Base year end
	Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
	Comment
	Scope 2 (market-based)
	Base year start
	Base year end
	Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
	Comment

	C5.2
	(C5.2) Select the name of the standard, protocol, or methodology you have used to collect activity data and calculate Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions.

	C6. Emissions data
	C6.1
	(C6.1) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 1 emissions in metric tons CO2e?
	Row 1
	Gross global Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e)
	End-year of reporting period
	Comment

	C6.2
	(C6.2) Describe your organization’s approach to reporting Scope 2 emissions.
	Row 1
	Scope 2, location-based
	Scope 2, market-based
	Comment

	C6.3
	(C6.3) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 2 emissions in metric tons CO2e?
	Row 1
	Scope 2, location-based
	Scope 2, market-based (if applicable)
	End-year of reporting period
	Comment

	C6.4
	(C6.4) Are there any sources (e.g. facilities, specific GHGs, activities, geographies, etc.) of Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions that are within your selected reporting boundary which are not included in your disclosure?

	C6.4a
	(C6.4a) Provide details of the sources of Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions that are within your selected reporting boundary which are not included in your disclosure.
	Source
	Relevance of Scope 1 emissions from this source
	Relevance of location-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
	Relevance of market-based Scope 2 emissions from this source (if applicable)
	Explain why the source is excluded

	C6.5
	(C6.5) Account for your organization’s Scope 3 emissions, disclosing and explaining any exclusions.
	Purchased goods and services
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Capital goods
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scope 1 or 2)
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Upstream transportation and distribution
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Waste generated in operations
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Business travel
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Employee commuting
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Upstream leased assets
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Downstream transportation and distribution
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Processing of sold products
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Use of sold products
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	End of life treatment of sold products
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Downstream leased assets
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Franchises
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Investments
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Other (upstream)
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation
	Other (downstream)
	Evaluation status
	Metric tonnes CO2e
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Explanation

	C6.7
	(C6.7) Are carbon dioxide emissions from biologically sequestered carbon relevant to your organization?

	C6.10
	(C6.10) Describe your gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions for the reporting year in metric tons CO2e per unit currency total revenue and provide any additional intensity metrics that are appropriate to your business operations.
	Intensity figure
	Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions)
	Metric denominator
	Metric denominator: Unit total
	Scope 2 figure used
	% change from previous year
	Direction of change
	Reason for change
	Intensity figure
	Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions)
	Metric denominator
	Metric denominator: Unit total
	Scope 2 figure used
	% change from previous year
	Direction of change
	Reason for change

	C7. Emissions breakdowns
	C7.1
	(C7.1) Does your organization have greenhouse gas emissions other than carbon dioxide?

	C7.1a
	(C7.1a) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by greenhouse gas type and provide the source of each used greenhouse warming potential (GWP).

	C7.2
	(C7.2) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by country/region.

	C7.3
	(C7.3) Indicate which gross global Scope 1 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.

	C7.3c
	(C7.3c) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by business activity.

	C7.5
	(C7.5) Break down your total gross global Scope 2 emissions by country/region.

	C7.6
	(C7.6) Indicate which gross global Scope 2 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.

	C7.6c
	(C7.6c) Break down your total gross global Scope 2 emissions by business activity.

	C7.9
	(C7.9) How do your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined) for the reporting year compare to those of the previous reporting year?

	C7.9a
	(C7.9a) Identify the reasons for any change in your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined) and for each of them specify how your emissions compare to the previous year.

	C7.9b
	(C7.9b) Are your emissions performance calculations in C7.9 and C7.9a based on a location-based Scope 2 emissions figure or a market-based Scope 2 emissions figure?

	C8. Energy
	C8.1
	(C8.1) What percentage of your total operational spend in the reporting year was on energy?

	C8.2
	(C8.2) Select which energy-related activities your organization has undertaken.

	C8.2a
	(C8.2a) Report your organization’s energy consumption totals (excluding feedstocks) in MWh.

	C8.2b
	(C8.2b) Select the applications of your organization’s consumption of fuel.

	C8.2c
	(C8.2c) State how much fuel in MWh your organization has consumed (excluding feedstocks) by fuel type.
	Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Fuels (excluding feedstocks)
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for the self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration

	C8.2d
	(C8.2d) List the average emission factors of the fuels reported in C8.2c.
	Diesel
	Emission factor
	Unit
	Emission factor source
	Comment
	Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
	Emission factor
	Unit
	Emission factor source
	Comment
	Natural Gas
	Emission factor
	Unit
	Emission factor source
	Comment

	C8.2e
	(C8.2e) Provide details on the electricity, heat, steam, and cooling your organization has generated and consumed in the reporting year.

	C8.2f
	(C8.2f) Provide details on the electricity, heat, steam and/or cooling amounts that were accounted for at a low-carbon emission factor in the market-based Scope 2 figure reported in C6.3.
	Basis for applying a low-carbon emission factor
	Low-carbon technology type
	MWh consumed associated with low-carbon electricity, heat, steam or cooling
	Emission factor (in units of metric tons CO2e per MWh)
	Comment

	C9. Additional metrics
	C9.1
	(C9.1) Provide any additional climate-related metrics relevant to your business.

	C10. Verification
	C10.1
	(C10.1) Indicate the verification/assurance status that applies to your reported emissions.

	C10.1a
	(C10.1a) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 1 and/or Scope 2 emissions and attach the relevant statements.
	Scope
	Verification or assurance cycle in place
	Status in the current reporting year
	Type of verification or assurance
	Attach the statement
	Page/ section reference
	Relevant standard
	Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)
	Scope
	Verification or assurance cycle in place
	Status in the current reporting year
	Type of verification or assurance
	Attach the statement
	Page/ section reference
	Relevant standard
	Proportion of reported emissions verified (%)

	C10.1b
	(C10.1b) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 3 emissions and attach the relevant statements.
	Scope
	Verification or assurance cycle in place
	Status in the current reporting year
	Attach the statement
	Page/section reference
	Relevant standard

	C10.2
	(C10.2) Do you verify any climate-related information reported in your CDP disclosure other than the emissions figures reported in C6.1, C6.3, and C6.5?

	C10.2a
	(C10.2a) Which data points within your CDP disclosure have been verified, and which verification standards were used?

	C11. Carbon pricing
	C11.1
	(C11.1) Are any of your operations or activities regulated by a carbon pricing system (i.e. ETS, Cap & Trade or Carbon Tax)?

	C11.2
	(C11.2) Has your organization originated or purchased any project-based carbon credits within the reporting period?

	C11.3
	(C11.3) Does your organization use an internal price on carbon?

	C12. Engagement
	C12.1
	(C12.1) Do you engage with your value chain on climate-related issues?

	C12.1a
	(C12.1a) Provide details of your climate-related supplier engagement strategy.
	Type of engagement
	Details of engagement
	% of suppliers by number
	% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
	% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success
	Comment
	Type of engagement
	Details of engagement
	% of suppliers by number
	% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
	% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success
	Comment
	Type of engagement
	Details of engagement
	% of suppliers by number
	% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
	% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success
	Comment

	C12.1b
	(C12.1b) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with your customers.
	Type of engagement
	Details of engagement
	Size of engagement
	% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success
	Type of engagement
	Details of engagement
	Size of engagement
	% Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success

	C12.1c
	(C12.1c) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with other partners in the value chain.

	C12.3
	(C12.3) Do you engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence public policy on climate-related issues through any of the following?

	C12.3a
	(C12.3a) On what issues have you been engaging directly with policy makers?

	C12.3b
	(C12.3b) Are you on the board of any trade associations or do you provide funding beyond membership?

	C12.3c
	(C12.3c) Enter the details of those trade associations that are likely to take a position on climate change legislation.
	Trade association
	Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
	Please explain the trade association’s position
	How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
	Trade association
	Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
	Please explain the trade association’s position
	How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
	Trade association
	Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
	Please explain the trade association’s position
	How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
	Trade association
	Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
	Please explain the trade association’s position
	How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?
	Trade association
	Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?
	Please explain the trade association’s position
	How have you, or are you attempting to, influence the position?

	C12.3d
	(C12.3d) Do you publicly disclose a list of all research organizations that you fund?

	C12.3e
	(C12.3e) Provide details of the other engagement activities that you undertake.

	C12.3f
	(C12.3f) What processes do you have in place to ensure that all of your direct and indirect activities that influence policy are consistent with your overall climate change strategy?

	C12.4
	(C12.4) Have you published information about your organization’s response to climate change and GHG emissions performance for this reporting year in places other than in your CDP response? If so, please attach the publication(s).
	Publication
	Status
	Attach the document
	Content elements
	Publication
	Status
	Attach the document
	Content elements

	C14. Signoff
	C-FI
	(C-FI) Use this field to provide any additional information or context that you feel is relevant to your organization's response. Please note that this field is optional and is not scored.

	C14.1
	(C14.1) Provide details for the person that has signed off (approved) your CDP climate change response.

	Submit your response
	In which language are you submitting your response?
	Please confirm how your response should be handled by CDP
	Please confirm below



